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at 3 grams, enough to dig its own
groove in a valued recording ( notwithstanding that nonsense about being equivalent to an elliptical at
1% grams); a cartridge which boasts
such incredible quality control that
if you take home a bushell-basketful
you might be lucky enough to find one
which is acceptable; a cartridge
which is sd terrifically rugged that
if you happen to joggle the turntable
(Heaven Forbid!) or drop the arm from
1/2 inch above the record, your $ 135
investment is destroyed and you can
either write it off or wait six
months for your previous Decca to
make the round trip to England and
back for a factory-only ( thank- youvery-much) replacement of the stylus
with no guarantee that the factory
will return the same cartridge you
so carefully handpicked from that

The new Mandell Theater, at Philadelphia's Drexel University, was the

bushell-basket.
And you have the audacity to dis-

site of a live- recording mission des-

miss a $ 50 cartridge that you grudg-

cribed in some detail in our " On Tape"

ingly admit is " remarkably lucid" and
has " excellent tracking ability" because it has " excessive compliance?"
Bullshit!
I own an XLM, and I also own a

department in this issue. Our cover
photo shows the stage set up for the
orchestral portion of the program,
with our hanging Sonys in place. (
Photo by JGH, courtesy of Drexel Univer-

Shure V- 15- III which I bought un-

sity, repro print by Jay Blocksom.)
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heard -- my mistake! The XLM is
twice the cartridge your " record
choice" V- 15- III is, and I would say
it rivals any other cartridge in

qualities that have never been experienced by audiophiles who have not
heard anything closer in generation
to a master tape than a mass-produced
cassette. The number of pickup de-

over-all musicality.
Combine this with the fact that
it is rugged enough to withstand the
plastic turntable cover being dropped
onto the arm with no resulting damage

signers who are currently working on
something that sounds " as good as the
Decca" is at least an indication that
they appreciate its unique merits,
while seeking something with fewer

to either the cartridge or the record. Try that on your marvellous
Decca with its 4- dB peak at 15 kHz
or 4-dB droop at 20 kHz ( Take your
choice)

shortcomings.

Those Super Tables

and its " inaudible" 10-dB

Why have you never shared the enthus-

"glitch" in the upper bass, GoldenEars!
You,

iasm of other reviwers for super- turntables like the Technics SP- 10? They
really are as good as they claim to be,

Sir, have been brainwashed!

aren't they?

A. MacPherson
(No address
supplied.)

Charles O'Donnell
New York,

N. Y.

Our first reaction to Mr. MacPherson's
letter was to argue with him, but it is

Most of them are indeed,

so clear from the tone of it that he

kill. ' Tables are available for under
$200 which have totally inaudible rumble

has already made up his mind that the
earth is flat, and that's that, we de-

but they

seem to us like the epitome of over-

and speed variation, so why pay $ 600
for a turntable whose only claim to
superiority is that its rumble and
speed variation are even more totally
inaudible? The price difference could
bug a much better preamp.

cided not to bother.
For the benefit of those readers
who have not yet closed their minds,
let us reiterate: A good XLM can indeed perform very well if you can ( 1)
ignore that 12-kHz peak that another
reviewer blamed on his loudspeaker,
and ( 2) use it in an arm ( like the

Klavier's Saint-Saëns 3rd
After reading your review of Klav-

Transcriptors) which doesn't turn its
extremely high compliance into a lia-

ier's

release of SAINT-SAENS:

Symphony

subsonic interference, with resulting

No. 3 in C minor etc ( KS 526) in the
Winter 73/74 issue, we decided to take
another listen and compare it with the

wasted power,

EMI version.

bility.

But the cartridge will cause
if used in any other tone

arm, and randomly- selected samples of
it are just as variable as Deccas, but

In our estimation you are

absolutely correct; the remastering did
nothing for the recording.

no-one is currently pre- testing XLMs
prior to sale, as is being done by some
Decca importers.
As for durability, what in the

Although our mastering engineers are
good, they are not perfect and sometimes have " off" days ( just like the
rest of us). This appears to have been

name of heaven do you expect? A good
pickup must have a delicate stylus
assembly in order to track those tiny

the product of just such a day.
We thank you for bringing this to
our attention and want you to know the

disc modulations without wiping them
off. Condemning a pickup because it
won't withstand ham-handed clumsiness

album is being remastered. A new pressing will be sent to you when ready, and
we feel certain you will find it recom-

makes about as much sense as damning

mendable to your readers.

a pair of tweezers because they won't
unscrew the spark plugs from your
auto engine.

Patricia Powell
Klavier Records
N. Hollywood, Ca.

We are aware that the Decca Mark
V is not for everyone, because what
it has to offer in exchange for its

Thanks very much for your most unusual
letter of November 11. Never have we

second-rate trackability and its undeniable fragility is a set of sonic

Pg.441>
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Transcriptors Vestigial
Tone Arm

They fail to point out that there are
two fundamental resonances in every
pickup system, one at the limit of
high- frequency response ( due to stylus
mass vs vinyl compliance), and one at

Because this is an unusual and controversial

tone-arm design, and

some low frequency ( due to stylus compliance vs the combined effective mass
of the arm and cartridge) below which
the pickup's output falls off rapidly.

has had astonishing claims made for
its performance by the manufacturer, this in-depth report goes deeper and is longer than is usual for
the Stereophile. We will return to

We will not comment on the other

a reasonable balance of reportage

rather bloated claims that Transcrip-

in the next issue.

tors makes for their new arm, except
to observe that the last time a disc

Low-mass arm for use with high-compliance cartridges, $100.

system was " hopelessly outdated" was

Un -numbered sam-

when the LP replaced the 78, and that
some of those LPs that we own which
have been played over 100 times are

ple loaned by Music & Sound, Ltd.,
Willow Grove, Pa. Transcriptors, 330
West 58th St., New York, N.

Y.

10019.

still what we would consider Hi -Fi,

The manufacturer's initial advertisement for their mis-named "Vestigal"
arm was so laced with nonsense that
we will admit to having been skeptic-

albeit rather noisier than when new.
So, what is this wondrous device
anyway? In all respects but one it is
a conventional ( although certainly not

al about the product from the outset.
For example: Transcriptors claims
that the " Perfect arm" should have

conventional- looking) low-mass tone
arm. The difference is that, instead
of having its vertical pivots located

zero mass.

back at the arm base,

If it did,

the low- frequen-

they are placed

right behind the cartridge.

cy resonance due to the compliance of
even the best cartridges would occur
in the upper-bass range, and the out-

It is a

most unusual- looking arm, with a vaguely spidery quality that some people
find oddly repulsive and others find
fascinatingly attractive. Unlike the

put would peak at that frequency and
fall off rapidly below that. Transcriptors claims that the " Perfect
arm" would work at Zero tracking force,
which is a nice idea to entertain but
will just have to wait until some geni-

Stax and the SME arms, which look unambiguously like precision instruments
with the flash of costly jewelry, the
Transcriptors Vestigial gives the subtle impression of something alive,
which is undoubtedly why it seems to
elicit such a strong reaction from so

us perfects a cartridge that works
without contacting the groove. Transcriptors claims that phono " system
resonance" should ideally occur above

many people.
You've probably seen the ads for it,

30,000 Hz, and then claims the resonance of their arm to be " over 180 Hz."

but the photos of it are more tantalizing than enlightening, so in case
you've never taken a close look at it

The dictionary does not acknowledge the existance of this word. It

"in the flesh," so to speak,

our sketch

below shows the details of its construc-

does however list " vestigial."
4

tion.

The pivots about which lateral

motion takes place are located to one
side of the base of the arm, so the entire length of the arm is involved in
lateral ( horizontal)
movements,

however,

motions.

like a recipe for disaster,

for if

"system resonance" did occur at 180
Hz or thereabouts,

the arm could be

expected to skip grooves on heavy

Vertical

occur about a pair

modulations near that frequency,

and

its ability to stay with the groove

of pivots situated right behind and be-

below that frequency would be dubious

neath the small platform which holds
the cartridge. And that is what's so

at best.

unusual about the Vestigial arm:
inertia ( mass)

Fortunately,

that " 180-Hz

system resonance" appears to be

Its

as illusory as some of the other sky-

in the vertical plane

pie touted by Transcriptors.

is much lower than that of any other

The arm has a rated effective moving

tone arm.

mass of 1 gram vertically and 6 grams
laterally, including the cartridge. The

Low vertical mass is a good thing,
up to a point at least, because it

initial advertisement for the Vestigial

allows the cartridge ride up and down
over record warps without significant

arm shows it with an ADC XLM cartridge,
which weighs 3.8 grams and has a rated

change in tracking force.

compliance of 50x10 -6 cm/dyne.

Thus,

a car-

tridge that requires 0.5 grams of force
for clean tracking with most discs
can actually be tracked at somewhere
near that figure,

Calcu-

lating the resonances in each plane of
motion

yields a figure of 9.2 Hz lat-

eral and 22.5 Hz vertical. These figures were confirmed ( within 0.3 Hz) by

because the force

won't drop much below its nominal set-

our measurements using slow sweep

ting when it rides the downhill portion of a warp.

tones. ( Several of the CBS test discs
have sweeps extending down to 10 Hz;

It's an ingenious idea, but while

the frequencies were halved by running

the Vestigial design is unique in some

the discs at 16-2/3 rpm,

specific respects ( its odd-ball shape,
for example), it is not the first tone

lower limit down to 5 Hz.) Neither of
these figures even approaches the

arm to use this principle.

Pickering

claimed 180-Hz resonance.

& Company had an arm with its vertical

In fact,

pivots right behind the cartridge as
long ago as 1953,

in order to get a system

resonance at 180 Hz with a pickup of

and it was followed

the XU's compliance,

subsequently by similar designs from
TRAVERSE
LIMIT
ADJUST

taking the

the effective

mass would have to be . 016 grams.

With

HORIZONTAL ALIGNMENT ( BIAS) ADJUST
BASE
COUNTERWEIGHT ROLLER

VERTICAL
PIVOTS

COUNTERWEIGHT THREAD

HEIGHT
ADJUST
LATERAL
PIVOTS

CARTRIDGE
PLATFORM

COUNTERWEIGHT

TOP BASE RING
Shure Brothers ( the " Studio Dynetic")
and Gray Labs. All three had the

a mass of 1 gram,

distinction of coping more easily with
warps than any other designs.
Actually,

.78x10 -6 cm/dyne in order to achieve
system resonance of 180 Hz!

Transcriptors does not

make any claims for their arm's ability
to cope with warps. What they do claim
for their design is

e "180- Hz

on the other hand,

the pickup compliance would have to be
We wonder,

now, where in Heaven did Transcriptors
get their 180-Hz figure? And who would
want it anyway?

system

A pickup's output is produced by

resonance -- well outside air-moving
frequencies no distortion or feed-

movements of its stylus relative to
the body of the cartridge (which con-

back." Apart from the gobbledegook
quality of this description,

tains the sensing elements).

it sounds

At fre-

quencies above a certain point,
5

the

inertia of the cartridge and the arm
tends to hold the cartridge still while
the stylus vibrates independently of
it, thus producing signal output. Below
a certain point, the cartridge- and- arm
AMPLITUDE

RESPONSE OF THE

•12

PLIMOCK

f
ST9LUS MOVEMENT

as

o

SYSTEM

f

.....,_

operation is the system resonance.
Since there is a response peak, and
the likelihood of instability ( groove
skipping)

at resonance,

it is important

that the resonance occur below the
range of recorded signal frequencies.
Most combinations of arms and cartridges easily meet this requirement. But
since subsonic "information" from a
disc ( from warps and rumble) is both
unwanted and grossly wasteful of amplifier power that could better be used

SEVERE WARP
REGION

5FORCED MMULAGON
REGeN

l

-12

10

9

FRECUENCY

ance occur as far as possible above
the range where these subsonic dis-

I

20
RR)

Frequency response of a relatively undamped tone-arm-pickup combination resonating at 10 Hz. (Courtesy Shure Bros.)
inertia

is

insufficient to stabilize

the cartridge, and it starts to follow
the groove "modulations." Relative stylus/cartridge motion diminishes,

for reproducing the program, it is
also important that the system reson-

and

the pickup output dwindles. The transition point between these two modes of

turbances occur, and this is where
many modern arm- and-cartridge pairings
strike out.
Ideally, then, the bass resonance
should occur midway between these two
trouble zones, and investigations conducted by Shure Brothers have indicated
that the optimum frequency of system
resonance is around 10 Hz. This is
close to the lateral resonance of the
Vestigial arm with a very highly corn-

Calculating the Bass Resonance
THE

RESONANT FREQUENCY of any arm-

1

and- cartridge combination can be pre-

6.28x17.32x10 - 3

dicted with reasonable accuracy from

= . 0009194x10 3

the formula:

fr = 9.194 Hz.

1
.7F
4c
f
r - 7.
2 1
where fr is the low- frequency resonance
in Hz, M is the total effective mass of
the arm and cartridge in grams, and C
is the compliance of the cartridge in
cm/dyne. (Manufacturers' compliance
figures are usually for static conditions -- that is, with the stylus displaced but stationary. The figure will

If the resonance frequency is known
(and this is easily determined by measurement), you can determine the effective mass of the system or the compliance of the cartridge via one of the
formulae below:
C -

1

4n 2fPn

or,

4r 2fIc

Solving for M with a cartridge having a lateral compliance of 40x10 -6 and

usually be different under signal-modulation conditions, but the difference
at low frequencies is not likely to be
enough to affect significantly computations of arm/cartridge resonance.)
Solving for a total mass of 6 grams

producing arm resonance at 12 Hz from a
lateral sweep:
M -

and a compliance of 50x10 -6 :

1
4x3.14 2x12 2x4oxio -G
1

1

39.44x144x40x10

fr- 2x3.14)4/6x50x10 -6

6

= . 0000044x10 6

1

M = 4.4 grams.

6.28x/noxio -6
6

Pg. 7

pliant cartridge. With other tone
arms, including Shure's SME-II improv-

arm's mass characteristics are ideally
suited for use with the highest-compliance pickups (which are unsatisfac-

ed model, such high-compliance cartridges will resonate at or even substantially below 7 Hz, which can cause
severe subsonic interference.

tory for use in other arms because of
excessively law resonance frequency),
it is less than ideal for use with
pickups having low- to-moderate compli-

On the other hand, the vertical
resonance of the Vestigial arm with

ance.

such a cartridge is within the range
of_potential signal modulation, and
could cause problems with a number of
discs were it not that ( 1) very few US
disc manufacturers allow any signal
that deep to get onto their discs, ( 2)
the incidence of strong musical sound

range of recorded bass, and the result
is occasional groove- skipping and pronounced mid-bass boom.

bass range blended between the stereo
channels, to prevent extreme vertical

The arm is not difficult to install
-- the worst parts of the job are cutting the elongated hole for the arm

excursions of the cutterhead which
could otherwise dig down through the
lacquer of the master disc and into its

base ( not necessary if the arm is being
installed on a Transcriptors ' table)
and getting the pickup cables through

aluminum base ( thus breaking the sapphire cutting stylus) or could produce

the hole in the bottom mounting ring.

vertical modulations that only perfec-

If you'd rather not make the elongated
hole, you can drill a round one 1/2
inch in diameter with its center exact-

tionist- type pickups could track.
In other words, while the Vestigial

System resonance can be measured
with a test disc containing a sweep
tone extending down to 10 Hz ( such
as the CBS STR-100.) In the absence of
a pen recorder, the frequency of the

elapsed time and fill in the frequency
markings as they correspond to the
sweep

resonance peak can be determined by us-

10-100 or 100-1000 Hz)

The

in 24 seconds.

For measurements below 10 Hz, run the
disc at 16-2/3 rpm and time it for 48
seconds per decade.
For example, on the STR-100 the
sweep starts at 200 Hz and ends at 10.
If the measured peak occurs after 26
seconds, its frequency will be 18 Hz
with the disc running at 33-1/3 or 59
Hz at 16-2/3 rpm.
A timing chart can be made from a
sheet of semi- log graph paper of the
kind used for plotting frequency- response curves. With a ruler and razor
blade,

slice off about 2 inches of

lined area at
lay it across
that 24 equal
scale line up

for example,

at 71 Hz, which is well within the

at that low a frequency is very rare,
and ( 3) most discs have their extreme-

ina a stop watch to time the sweep.
sweep goes through 1 decade ( i.e.,

The Decca Mark V,

has the lowest vertical compliance of
any cartridge currently favored by
fectionists ( 5x10 -6 cm/dyne), and it
simply goes to pieces in the Vestigial arm. Its vertical resonance occurs

one end of the sheet and
the rest of the sheet so
segments of the linear
exactly with 1 decade of

the log ( frequency) scale. Glue or
Scotch-tape them together, then mark
off the equal segments in terms of

7

on

the test record you will use.

ly 8 inches from the center of the
platter spindle,

atypical in that its counterweightcord anchor screw stuck out so far from

and about 3 inches be-

hind an imaginary line to the right

its drum that it got hung up on the arm

from the spindle and parallel to the
front of the turntable base. It struck
us as being absurd, though, that although there are existing standards for

base when the cartridge platform was

pickup- lead color coding, Transcriptors
elected to ignore them and color their
own leads green and black -- both pairs

hangup usually occurred when swinging

of them. Thus there is no way of knowing which green and which black constitute a pair ( and hum may result if they

the fingerlift out of our grip and send

aren't paired)

lifted. ( The screw was not loose; it
just had too fat a head.) This would
have only been annoying except that the
the arm out to the right after playing
a record, and it would sometimes yank
the cartridge bouncing across the disc
surface. A potential system buster!
Then there's the matter of durability. Certainly it is unreasonable to
expect a light, precision instrument
like this to withstand the ministra-

and no way of telling

Left from Right channel without " ringing" the circuits through with an ohmmeter. This subjects the pickup leads
to some unnecessary handling, and that

tions of a 3-year-old child, but this

plus the fact that they must be bent at

one is booby- trapped! One of the reas-

a sharp angle in order to connect to
many pickups raises the real possibil-

ons the pivot friction in the vestigial arm is so low is because it uses

ity of one ( or more) of the fine wires
breaking off at the clip. And a clip

jeweled bearings, whose main drawback
is their fragility. The pivots are most

detachment is, we can assure you, a
minor catastrophe, for the wire's insu-

vulnerable before the arm is mounted,
and care should be taken when working
the cables through the bottom mounting
ring to see that the arm is shaken up
as little as possible. It seems to us

lation is impossible to scrape off with
a razor blade, and the wire is too thin
to use a stripper on. We had to char
the insulation off first with a soldering iron and then scrape it off,
delicately, before soldering.

that there should be some sort of warning about this in the instructions,
as we have talked to two users to date

very

Three simple things could ameliorate this problem: Color coding the
leads properly, making them a frac-

who apparently managed to damage a pivot
jewel while unpacking the arm.
The pivots may not be much safer after the arm is installed, either, for
most of us are accustomed to arms that

tion of an inch longer so they wouldn't have to take such a sharp bend,
and putting a dab of cement on each
lead where it joins its clip, so

will lift a least a couple of inches
above the disc.

The Vestigial arm has

the lead would be held by its insulation rather than just by a few hair-

about 1 inch of vertical swing, after
which the vertical pivots come to a

like strands of copper wire.
The pivots in our Vestigial arm
were apparently in proper adjustment,

dead stop and any additional lifting
force is then applied as shearing force
to the horizontal pivots, through the
leverage of the entire length of the

but they are of a variety whose adjustment is rather critical, and we
have heard a few reports from dealers

arm.

It is necessary always to remember

not to try and lift the Vestigial as
high as, say, an AR arm until proper

about Vestigials coming through with
slight misadjustments, resulting in
excessive friction (particularly
serious in the vertical pivots because
of the short leverage) or occasional

handling of the Vestigial becomes second nature. But one forgetful moment
could send the arm back to the factory.
We were concerned initially about
a phenomenon called warp wow, which is
inevitably more pronounced when the vertical pivots are close to the cart_idge.

rattling at certain recorded frequencies. For this reason, we advise buyers of the Vestigial arm ( or any other
arm that uses adjustable pivots) to
see that their dealer checks out the

(If you know all about warp wow,

read

on. If you don't, we suggest a brief
digression to absorb the contents of
the box, Page 9). There was more of this
than from any of the other arms we have
on hand, but it proved to be less of a

arm before delivery, or will accept
it back for free adjustment or full
credit if it doesn't seem to behave
properly. Our sample, for instance, was
8

problem than we had anticipated.

It was

an ADC XLM in it. /n fact, it is the
first arm we have encountered which

most noticeable on rapid warps ( such as
"pinch warps" caused by handling pressings before they have completely cooled

does not turn the XLM's fantastic ( and
excessively high for other arms) com-

in the stamper)

pliance into a liability.

during sustained music-

al passages, but was not audible to us
at all under most circumstances. ( It
was very noticeable, however, with a
3-kHz test tone from a disc.)

necessitating a reassessment of our

We will

admit, though, that none of our listening panelists is as senSitive to wow as
are some other listeners, so a personal
assessment is in order here.
cringe at the slightest wow,

If you
you prob-

ably won't be happy with this arm.

feelings about that cartridge. If you
mate a good XLM with a properly- functioning Vestigial arm, the sound is as
clean as from any other arm/cartridge
combination we've tried, and can be
faulted only through imperfections -slightly tippy top and subtle veiling
-- of the XLM itself. ( System resonances with this combination, inciden -

It should come as no surprise that
the Vestigial arm was at its best with

e

The XLM per-

formed better in the Vestigial than we
have heard it with any other arm, thus

The Hows &Whys of WarpWow
WARP WOW

is easily defined as wow

with which the stylus scans the

that is caused by disc warps, but
it is more easily explained diagramatically than verbally,
our diagrams.

groove modulations,

and the result

is a slight pitch waver or wow in
response to the vertical motions of
the stylus ( i.e., warps).

so herewith

In Figure 1, the long line A- B
represents the typical tone arm with

Figure 2 shows what happens when
we shorten the vertically-pivoted
part of the arm and then try to
track the same- sized warp. The rise
and fall spans the same distance as

before, but because the swinging
Figure 1.

part of the arm is much shorter, it
swings through a much wider arc, and

its vertical pivots located back at

thus the stylus- to- arm-base distance

the base B, and the cartridge stylus
located at A. To exaggerate for
clarity, we are showing the cart-

A
LONGITUDINAL
DISPLACEMENT

ridge motion when tracking a ridiculously large warp. Note that the end
of the arm moves through an arc, and
that the stylus is farthest from the
arm base ( in a horizontal direction)
when the arm is horizontal. Above or
below the horizontal, the stylus
starts to swing back toward the
base, moving through the distance C.

Figure 2.

Since the disc speed is constant ( 2),
this slight movement of the stylus

varies much, much more. The result,
obviously, is far more wow for a

back and forth in line with the
groove changes the relative speed

warp of a given severity.

9

tally, were measured at around 9 Hz

we had on the premises for testing.

laterally and 23 Hz vertically.)

All of which raises once again the
question of mutual compatibility, which

We tried four other cartridges: The
Ortofon M- 15- Super, the Shure V- 15- III,
the Supex 900E and the Micro Seiki MC4100E. All four fared very well, with

we are beginning to suspect may be just.

as sweet and clean a high end as they

other hand, even with the Thorens,
neither the Shure/SME arms nor the
Vestigial made any of our test cart-

as important as the potential performance of some phono equipment. On the

produce with the new low-mass SME arms,
but with varying degrees of low- end
smoothness and detail.

The Supex sound-

ridges sound quite as clean and firm
as they did in the Decca International,
which ( Wouldn't you know it!) is now a

ed the smoothest and most detailed at
the low end, probably because its unusually high mass ( 10 grams)puts the bass

discontinued product.
Summing up, then, despite a formid-

resonance farther below the range of
signal modulations. Next in order of

able list of caveats and cavils,

this

low-end naturalness were the Shure, the
Ortofon and the Micro Seiki.
We were not however able to verify

has the potential of producing performance comparable to, but not generally

Transcriptors' claim of 1/10 gram cleantracking force with any of the six cart-

the very best tone arms, which is one

ridges we tried,

(in our opinion)

better than,

that of

very respectable accomplishment for a
$100 arm. But as for the claim that all
other disc-playing systems are now
"hopelessly outdated," we must regret-

although we did in

fact find that all of them ( except the
Decca) could be tracked at or slightly

fully report that that happy event is
still somewhere in the future.

below the middle of their manufacturers' recommended force ranges without
impairment of trackability. ( Even in

(Manufacturer's comment on Page 37.)

the new SME arms, we find that most
cartridges are cleanest when tracked
near their maximum recommended force.)

Jecklin-Float
Electrostatic Phones

This could offer some advantage in
terms of increased record life, but
just how much of an improvement would
be effected by such a small change in
force is difficult to assess.
And, of course, disc warps were
tracked more easily, and with less flexing of the stylus, than with any other
arm we've tried. In terms of over-all

AC powered, 110 dB SPL, $ 300. Sample
#730150. Imported by Mark Levinson
Audio Systems, 21 Carriage Dr., Woodbridge, Conn. 06525.

sound, we found the Vestigial arm to be

These are some of the most lusciously

comparable to the new Shures except for

transparent- sounding phones we've ever

the slightly heavier and woollier low
end from most cartridges, under most
conditions. Among the exceptions, we
found, were a couple of preamplifiers
-- the Audio Research SP- 3A and the
modified Dyna PAT- 4 that we had on
hand. Both of these are capable of
passing more subsonic information than
any of the other preamps we've tested
for some time ( the unmodified PAT-4 is
more typical in this respect), and the
extra tax levied on the power amp's
capabilities tipped the scales enough
in the Vestigial arm's direction to
make our test cartridges sound slightly
cleaner throughout their entire range
put on our ears, but we doubt that

on some ( warped) discs and with at
least one turntable we tried ( an old
Thorens TD- 125) that was producing more
10- Hz rumble than a Linn-Sondek that

they will ever enjoy much commercial
success, for a couple of reasons.
First, and probably foremost, they
10

are

just downright uncomfortable for

Consultants,

Inc.,

P.O.

Box 876.

Paoli,

most people to wear. They feel as awkward as they look. Their width is not

Pa.

adjustable,

This is a rather difficult report for

so they either press un-

19301.

comfortably against your head or flop

us to write,

loosely all over the place,

tion -- a modified Dyna Mark III --

depending

on the fatness of your skull.

Also,

was designed by Walter Key,

if

and it is being manufactured by Eugene

the bottoms of the phones

Coggins of Paoli Hi -Fi Consultants,

or their protruding cable get hung up
on your shoulders.

Sonically,

who is a long-time friend of Ye Editor

they are

Publisher. ( Our apologies to Mr.

extraordinarily good except for two
little hitches:

Morgan and his ilk!)

They have virtually no

deep-bass response,

who is now

a regular contributor to Stereophile,

you have a short neck, or like to sit
hunched down in an easy chair while
listening,

as the amplifier in ques-

Now that we have admitted that it is

and they have a

impossible for us to be

impartial, we

slightly vowell-like " eeh" coloration

shall climb out on a limb and state

that seems to have something to do

that,

with the cavity between the phones and

lifiers that tested better than this

the sides of your head.

one,

Finally,

and this may turn out to

although we have heard many ampit is nonetheless ( in our biased

opinion,

anyway)

the most nearly-per-

be the most important consideration

fect tube amplifier it has been our

after all, the phones are exceedingly
intolerant of excessive signal levels,

cept for use with speakers that must

and have a reputation for pooping out

have the driving power and low- end taut-

without warning when severely over-

ness of solid-state electronics)

good fortune to hear to date,

and ( ex-

probab-

"ummilgss

0
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42
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Subjective frequency response of the Jecklin-Float phones.
loaded for even a moment.

ly the best- sounding power amp that

One of ours

went out after an hour's use,

money can buy.

and we

The fact that it costs

were not listening at anywheres near

a little more than half ( for two stereo

the manufacturer's rating of 110 dB

channels)

sound-pressure- level.

search Dual 76,

If these cost $ 90,

crisper,

we could recom-

D-76,

mend them with reservations. At $ 300,
they are just out of the question.
Incidentally,

and is a hair tighter,

and better-defined than the

would seem to make it the choice

for the perfectionist who is willing to
forego Audio Research's beautiful ap-

Mark Levinson inform-

pearance and unarguable prestige.

ed us that there may be some changes
being made in the product,

the price of an Audio Re-

Audio Research components look ex-

and that

whether or not his firm continues to

pensive.

import it will depend on the effect

exactly cheap, because those fat capac-

The 60M looks -- well,

those changes have on its performance

itor cans are costly,

and durability.

jerry-rigged,

but certainly

like a Dyna Mark III

with an appended afterthought.
(No Manufacturer's Comment)

tube- type,

to compare the 60-M because the performance of the 76 was used by Key and

60 Watts.

Coggins as the standard which was to

$550 per pair.

Direct sales only from:

appear-

the D-76

is still the logical unit with which

Paoli 60M Power Amp
Samples 45774013/14.

Yet de-

spite the differences in price,
ance and prestige factor (?),

Single channel,

not

be surpassed ( if at all possible).

Paoli Hi -Fi
11

The two designs are almost poles
apart in basic philosophy.

unverified rumors of cold- soldered

The ARC

wiring joints,

have established an en-

Dual 76 uses 8 tubes per channel (plus

viable reputation for dependability.

a voltage regulator),

On the other hand,

and has exten-

sive and complex circuitry to keep
distortion low and stability high.
60M,

The

satisfy their customers,

like the Dyne Mark III that spawn-

ed it,

distortion ( assuming,

hence,

correctly,

on the Decca phono products they've

low

been importing.

that

and,

We are a bit dubious

about a carbon resistor in the 60-M

each amplifying stage in a series adds
distortion)

and this has

included prompt and effective service

is a paragon of simplicity with

3 tubes per channel and,

Paoli has a repu-

tation for bending over backwards to

which gets too hot to touch after a

in theory at least,

few minutes of operation,

high stability at the outset.

said,

The fact that these two amplifiers

60M does indeed stand up.

sound quite similar is more of a trib-

thing in its favor:

ute to ARC than to Paoli ( or Key),

parts in it,

but

it should not be surprising that the

but as we

only time will tell how well the
There's one

There are so few

in comparison with,

the ARC amplifiers,

say,

that the odds

against afailurewould seem to be better.

And then,

there's that lovely

sound to consider.
Incidentally,

although Paoli has no

plans in the foreseeable future to market a Mark 111/60m conversion kit,
owners of Mark Ills can ( after February 31st)

have them converted into

60Ms for $ 185 per amp, but anyone wishing the conversion must write first to
Paoli for a list of details and conditions.
Summing up,

The Paoli

60M minus its top cover.

The

stantially improved since we tested

the hang- on modification

it).

remains exposed, although there are no
bare wires to present a shock hazard.

It is an ideal driving amplifier

for the most demanding speaker systems
(like the Audio Research Magneplanars
or KLH Nines),

Paoli,

with fewer stages,

it is our biased

buy ( unless the Futterman has been sub-

cover goes over the original Mark III
chassis only;

then,

opinion that this is now the bestsounding tube- type amplifier money can

is a hair

and we have in fact de-

cided to adopt a pair of the 60Ms as

better- sounding in every respect. ( The

our standard driving amps for such

original Dyna Mark III,

speaker systems.

incidentally,

was one of the grundgiest-sounding

If you are convinced

that our association with the perpet-

power amps that firm ever produced,

rators of this unit pulverizes our

simplicity or not.)

credibility,

Both Paoli and Key are new at the
commercial audio- electronics game,

and

some of the first samples of the 60-M
were,

don't bother to complain

to us about vested interests, favoritism, etc. etc. We didn't say you have
to buy a pair of 60Ms!

as reported in a previous issue,
(Manufacturer's Comment on Page 40.)

more than a bit unstable at the low
end. That problem has been licked in
later ( current)

models,

totally bug- free.

which now seem

d
o
er67-4

But the fact remains

that the Paoli 60M has not been around
for long enough to prove either its

e The long-awaited FMI J-Modular has

dependability or any lack thereof,
whereas Audio Research components,

turned out to be one of the most natu-

des-

pite some reports of tube failures* and

ral- sounding speakers we have heard,
but because of some idiotic crossover

*Transistors have been known
up without warning,

to give

network design,

its efficiency is so

low as to border on the absurd.

too.
12

Yet

Stereo 400 rigged up with a switch to

the system's size practically obviates
its use

in any but the

ing rooms,

largest listen-

select different feedback- equalization
characteristics,

where a Dual 76 will go in-

and found that sever-

to gross overload before the listening

al settings approached the kind of high

level passes the 95-dB mark.

end we like in tubes,

levels,

At 100- dB+

we were able to heat up the

normally- unflappable Ampzilla,

and we

It is,

We

still prefer the Stereo 400's low end on

were popping 5-amp fuses in the Dyna
Stereo 400.

and one sounded

exactly like that of the Ampzilla.
most speakers,

we regret to say,

though.

• The more we listen to the Audio

an impractical design.

Research Magneplanar Tympani

• Ampzilla ( from The Gas Company)

less we like it.

lita,

the

There is a subtly

has as sweet a high end as any solid-

sizzly hardness to the high end that

state amplifier, but no more so than
the lower-powered Epicure I amp, and

but the sound is,

neither is as musically transparent as

hi-fi than musical.

the best tube- type amplifiers.

disconcerting position of being unable

gap is drawing narrower,

seems to enhance over-all definition,

But the

and it won't

in our opinion,

more

And we are in the

to explain what it is about the speaker

be long now!

that makes it sound that way.

• Biamplifying is nice,

but if you

• The Dyna PAT- 5 is a shade less

plan to biamplify for power reasons
rather than for woofer damping,

transparent than the Audio Research

it is

SP- 3A but superior in all other res-

ofen better ( in terms of power distri-

pects.

bution)

ter on all counts,

to use the speaker crossovers

The new SP- 3A- I is a hair betbut for the price,

and feed them from a pair of stereo

the PAT- 5 is a fantastic buy!

amps that have been strapped for mono

however still produce those massive

operation. Many solid-state amplifiers
have a mono- strapping provision, but it

down that we observed in the proto-

is not generally known that you can
"strap" an ARC Dual 76 for 150 watts

gestions,

by a very simple hookup procedure that

a thunderstorm if you've ever been

requires no modification of the ampli-

known to lose power.

fier at all.

output pulses during warmup and shuttype,

Use a Y-adapter to paral-

It does

so follow Dyna's powering sugand don't operate it during

• Not necessarily the best,

lel the two inputs to the amplifier,

but

certainly the best bet among pickups

and connect the speaker to the 0-ohm

is the Shure V- 15- III with a spher-

output terminal

ical stylus.

for the left channel,

and to the 16- ohm output terminal
the right channel.

for

The slight steeliness

diminishes and high- frequency track-

And that's all there

is to it.

ing is only slightly impaired.
• If your musical tastes run more

• Our dbx disc- noise- reduction equip-

toward chamber ensembles than huge,

ment and a sampling of the encoded

dramatic performing forces,

discs arrived,

are you'll be happier with a pair of
Quad full- range electrostatic speakers

and our initial reaction

was mixed. The noise reduction is in
fact fantastic -- we could run the

chances

than with anything else you can buy

preamp volume control wide open between

for the price.

recorded bands without hearing a sound.

them with either Quad's own power amp

But the dead- silent background revealed

and preamp,

some modulation hiss on some cuts,

stable enough and low enough in dis-

and

But make sure you drive

or with equipment that is

the sound from the decoded playback was

tortion to cope with speakers as re-

noticeably hard and brittle.

vealing as the Quads.

tails in our next issue,

More de-

though.

• It is no overstatement to say
that,

• Crown's DC- 300A is now out of

if you've never heard Stax SRX

the running on over-all sound -- many

headphones,

newer solid-state amps are sweeter

realistic sound reproduction can be.

and more liquid- sounding.

They are,

But it is

still unbeatable

for controlling a

runaway low end.

By the same token,

though,

you've never heard how

quite simply,

• It is accepted as

unbelievable.,
tact that the

earliest amplifying stages in a system are the most crucial in terms of

it tends to dry up the bottom

of speakers that are not normally

ultimate sound,

floppy down there.

afford an SP- 3A- I.

but most of us can't
A reasonably inexPg.

• We heard an experimental Dyna
13
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component
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FIRST:

the

consider
the

The

numresult

component.

Components listed here are ones which

reproduction.

we feel to be the best available in

fi sound but far more musically natu-

each of four quality classes, based
on all of the information available

ral than average home component high

to us at time of publication.

cal sound but significantly lower fi-

Components are selected for list-

fidelity.

CLASS C:

CLASS D:

Somewhat lower -

Satisfyingly musi-

delity than the best available.

ing on the basis of our own tests as

The order in which components are

well as reports in other magazines

listed in each class has nothing what-

and from users.

soever to do with their quality, rela-

The ratings are pred-

icated entirely on performance
accuracy of reproduction -- and

tive to that of others listed in the
same class.

are biased to an extent by our feel-

Components which are

judged to

ing that things added to reproduced

rank near the bottom of one class and

sound ( flutter,

the top of a lower class are listed

distortion,

forms of coloration)

various

are of more con-

in both classses.

cern to the musically-oriented lis-

Some component categories have no

tener than things subtracted from the

D- class listings.

sound,

have yet to find one of that class

such as some deep-bass or ex-

treme- treble range.

On the other hand,

components which are markedly defici-

which is that much better than the
competition to warrant singling out.

ent in one or more respects are downrated to the extent to which their

This is because we

There have been many changes made
in these listings singe we last pub-

deficiencies interfere with the full

lished a " Recommended Components"

realization of the program material

tion three issues ago -- too many,

that is likely to be fed to them.

fact,

Some of the items listed hereunder
are discontinued models,

but are list-

sec-

why the changes were made.
though,

Generally,

items dropped from one class

ed because their performance and design distinguishes them as " classics,"

to a lower class simply reflect the

and because they are

while items that have been dropped

able used,

sometimes avail-

at substantial reductions

below their original cost.

ever- improving state of the audio art,
entirely were dropped because they
have been superseded by better ones

Component classes are as follows:
CLASS A:

for the same or less money or,

in the

case of some older components,

have

been changed substantially by the

Best attainable sound;

"state of the art." CLASS B:

in

for us to cite details about

The next

manufacturer but not resubmitted for
testing.

best thing to the very best sound
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Pickups
(A)

Nakamichi 800 cassette ( 35,39,40,
42,46,47,80,139,184,189)

Decca Mark V ( 5,12,4,3,14,157,
158,165,188,194,192,119,17,15)

Sony TC-756 ( 32,33,34,46,138,160,
184,137)

Micro Seiki MC- 4100/e ( 1,179,177,
163,13,184,186)

(C)

Harman-Kardon 1000 cassette ( 39,

Shure V- 15- III ( 8,9,11,13,118,

34,40,42,137,183,196)

120,161,164,177,184,186,
179)
(B)

Sony TC-280 ( 34,37,183,137)

Microphones

Ortofon M-15E/Super ( 13,137,182,
120,177,132,186,184,126,179)

(C)

Stanton 681A ( 186,12,184,8,9,10,

Sony C-500 ( 55,56,57,138,157,166,

(B)

Sony C-37 ( 55,56,157,138,166,

181,189,192)

156,179,15)
ADC XLM ( 7,3,10,157,14,119,195)
(D)

(A)

180,181,80)

Shure M91ED ( 12,14,3,8,120,183,

Neumann KM- 83 ( 56,158,165,166,80,

159,184,162)

136,138,191)

Tone Arms

FMI/Gp-128

1400 ( 55,181,157,138,

(A)

Decca International* (16,20,136,192)
KMAL ( 19,20,22,23,136)

Beyer M-500 ( 56,135,163,80,58)

(B)

Shure/SME 3009-11

PML ( Pearl) TC-4USV ( 55,56,57,
181,157,136,138,59,166)

195,196,60)

Improved ( 21)

Modified RASCO SL-8E*(25,24)
(C)

(C)

Transcriptors " Vestigal" ( 18,26,
27)

184,178)

Turntables

(D)

Thorens TD- 125B- II ( 28,31,30)

183,80)

Technics SL- 110A ( 20,30)

Tuners

Panasonic SP- 1200 ( 20,29,30)

(A)

Philips GA- 209 ( 29)
Thorens TD- 165C ( 29,28,30)

(B)

Tape Recorders
Revox A- 77-11I 1102HS ( 32,33,34,
44,45,49,184,138,157,46,192)

Kenwood 700T ( 69,136,184,161)
15 ( 68,

(C)

Dyna FM- 5,
195,77)

AF- 6 ( 68,135,161,185,

(D)

Dyna FM-3x*(67,181,156,178)
Quad FM- 3 ( 67,157,181,185)

Receivers

Nagra IV- SL ( 62,35,39,40,161,80,
185,46,189,190)

(B)

Stellavox SP- 7 ( 46,39,40,189,185,
62,43,190)
(B)

10B* ( 69,157,181,192,156)

Harman-Kardon Citation
136,185, 186)

Acoustic Research XB ( 30,20,29,
27)
fluai 601 ( 29)

(A)

Marantz

Sequerra 1 ( 69,166,165,186,189)

Philips GA- 212 .( 29)
(D)

Advent MDC-1 ( 135,139,158,164,
1
195,55)
Beier M-550 ( 135,55,139,163,164,

Linn-Sondek ( 20)

(C)

or DC- 21

Beyer M-260 ( 56,80,137,139,162,

24)

(B)

DC- 20 ( 56)

(55) ( 62,138,160,61,163)

Unmodified RASCO SL-8E*(26,27,25,

(A)

PML ( Pearl)

Kenwood KR- 7400 ( 69,70,138,162,
184,17e ,
Heath

Revox A-77-III-1104/1104HS ( 32,

AR- 1500A ( 69,70,136,96,186,

134,179,77)

33,34,38,44,45,46,49,184,157)

Preamps

Revox A- 77-11I Dolby ( 34,38,39,

(A)

40,42,44,46,49,138,185,157,

Audio Research SP- 3A-1 ( 189,192.
136,

190)
15

138,157,166,181,190,88,75)

(B)

M&K add-on woofer ( 131,103,138,

Audio Research SP- 3A* ( 156,178,
181,138,136,181)

140,195)

Dyna PAT- 5 ( 77,136,138,157,186,

(C) IMF Studio IIIA ( 105,106,113,119,
124,127,130,132,140,137,156,

165,166,181,195)

158,178,194)

Soundcraftsmen PE2217 ( 86,136,195,
157,189)
(C)

Dahlquist DQ-10 ( 158,102,160,159,
134,123,118,119)

Dyna PAT- 4 ( 83,135,139,184,186,77)
Dyna PAS- 3* ( 83,137,138,184,156,
84)

(D) FMI 100 ( 103,113,118,119,122,127,
137,138,156,157,158,181,195)

Quad 33 ( 79,86,136,139,157,158,

FMI 80 ( 103,113,119,127,133,136,

161,181,193)

139,157,158,88,195,141)

Ace Audio Z- D ( 77,78,136,79,162,

EPI 100 ( 103,113,119,127,136,139,
162,157,158,88,141)

1R1, 185)

Amplifiers
(A)

Dyna A- 25,A-35 ( 103.113,119,122,

Audio Research Dual 76 ( 80,137,

126,130,136,139,141,156,161,

95,181,157,190,92,91)

177,178,185)

Paoli 60-M ( 196,157,163,88,181,

Dyna A-10 ( 103,113,119,122,126,
130,135,139,141,156,161,177,
178,185)

195,92)
(B)

Crown DC- 300A ( 80,96,136,138,157,
184,186)

Headphones

Dyna Stereo 400 ( 196,138,136,157,
186,77)

(A)

Stax SRX ( 150,103,108,155,153,136,
138,157,158,88,165,166,189,146,
188,192,149)

(B)

Koss ESP- 9 ( 150,146,149,151,154,
126,137,138,161,165,166,146)

Ampzilla ( 138,157,186,137,95,196)
Epicure I ( 138,157,186,137,196)
Quad 303 ( 136,95,97,81,161)
(C)

(C)

Harman-Kardon Citation 12 ( 136,
186,163,94)

Beyer DT- 48 ( 149,104,136,105,152,
158,162,165)

(D)

Crown D-60 ( 80,95,138,181,186,
185,195)

Beyer DT- 480 ( 148,137,156,178,
180,155,193)

Miscellaneous Devices
(A)

Speaker Systems
(A)

Soundcraftsmen RP- 2212 octave
equalizer ( 86,185,189,181)

KLH Nines ( 4 panels) ( 102,107,

dbx 119 device ( 81,187)

108,115,117,118,120,121,126,
136,138,157,165,166,88)

Gately SPM-6 mixer ( 161,185,
190)

Fulton J-Modular ( 102,136,138,
141,157,158,166,88,122,121,
127,188,119,108,75)

(B)

Gately SM-6A mixer ( 161,184,36,
192)
Advent 100A Dolby B device ( 39,

(B) IMF Monitor IiIa ( 103,106,105,112,

48,186,182,193)

118,119,128,130,140,137,138,
156,121,178,180,186,193)

(B)

Mark Levinson JC-1 ( 76,186,42)

(C)

Sony MX- 14 mixer ( 184,34)

Magneplanar Tympani IIIA ( 103,105,

Supex SDT-77 transfbrmer ( 76,181)

115,118,119,120,121,124,127,
136,139,159,165,88,110,190,191)

Advent 1018 Dolby B device ( 39,
48,186,182,193)

Quad ESL ( 103,116,115,120,122,
127,135,136,156,158,165,194)
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NOTES

30.

1. Use with booster preamp or step-up transformers. Sound is dependent to great extent
on quality of booster.
2.

Suitable

for CD- 4 4- channel discs.

3. Substantial sample- to- sample variability;
should be individually selected.
4.

May hum with poorly- shielded phono motors.

S.

Best used in viscous- damped tone arm.

Use

in Transcriptors " Vestigial"

32.

High-speed ( 71
2 &
/

33.

Available

15

ips)

34.

Unbalanced microphone

inputs may cause hum.

36. Non - illuminated meters difficult to read
in low- light situations.

arm.

37.

Edit cueing not possible.

38.

Rising

low end

in some samples.

39. Built-in test oscillator:
Me.

1000 Hz.

9.

41.

10,000 Hz.

42.

Unusually good s/n ratio.

interact poorly with some preamps.

10. Stylus damping often deteriorates
few months.
11.

Excellent

in a

43. 10 1
2 -inch reel
/
extra cost.

78- rpm stylus available.

12. Some mistracking of very
tions.

loud modula-

13.

Mistracking

14.

Mistracking unpleasant when it occurs.

inconspicuous when it occurs.

15.
ing

Spherical
force

16.

Requires

tip,

requires over 2

grams

adaptors available at

44.

Awkward to thread.

45.

Does not meter output signal.

46. Separate play head facilitates adjustment
for specific recording tape.

track-

51
2 -inch depth below top of
/

47. Instructions describe user setup for
specific recording tape.
48. External microphone preamps required.
Available from manufacturer.

platter.
17. Common ground circuits.

49. Human engineering poor;
logical locations.

18. Use only with extremely compliant cartridges.

SS.

Omnidirectional.

56.

Cardioid,

57.

Bidirectional ( figure- 8).

19. Use only with cartridges tracking at
1/
2 grams or less,
1
20. Outstanding

immunity to acoustic

feedback.

21. Use non - detachable-headshell model
possible.

if

59. Signal dropout
rapidly.

23. Poor arm- lift device. Discard and use
damped add-on lifter ( Ortofon, Supex).
24. Adjust turntable suspension for extra
weight of arm.
25. Some mid- range rumble audible at very
high listening levels; whirring noises
audible from close proximity to arm.

28. Some acoustic feedback
high listening levels.

if polar pattern is changed

SO.

Somewhat awkward to handle.

61.

High output may overload some preamps.

62.

Choice of AC or battery- powered supply.

67.

Fairly low sensitivity.

68.

Moderate sensitivity

69. Very highly sensitive &
fringe- area tuner.

26. Often delivered in need of some adjustment.
friction

controls no, in

58. Emphasized presence range, rolled- off
low end; ideal for speech or pop vocal.

22. Mercury contacts have too much resistance
for use with moving- coil cartridges.

27. Excessive tone- arm- pivot
samples.

model.

in 2- track version.

8. Do not exceed manufacturer's recommended
maximum cable capacitance.
May

isolation.

35. Setup adjustments accessible without removing cabinet.

6. Some magnetic attraction to ferrous
platters.
7.

Excellent external- shock

31. Remove red- painted shipping screws from
underside before installing.

70.

in some

tendency at very

selectivity.
selective;

ideal

Tuner section better than audio section.

75.

Much- needed

76.

Low phono to high-level phono ( booster).

instructions not supplied.

77.

Available

29. Integrated arm/turntable. Performance can
be improved by replacing tone arm.

78.

No tone controls.

*Discontinued model.

79. Low output voltage; will not drive most USmade power amplifiers to full output.

17

in kit

form.

84.

Outstanding record for dependability.

118.

81. Volume compressor/expander can be used
as tape-record noise- reduction system as well
as for existing recordings.

119.

Unusually spacious sound.
Excellent stereo imaging.

120.

Moderately good stereo imaging.

82.

Volume expander only.

121.

Very large apparent sound source.

83.

Poor tone- control action.

122.

Excellent driver blending.

84. Use only with tube- type power
amplifiers.

123. Woofer does not blend well with upper
range of system.

85. Equalizer judged less useful than conventional variable- inflection tone controls.

124. Some audible discontinuity between
upper- range drivers.

86. Flexible and effective control lineup.

125. The 12- kHz peak attributed to this by
one publication is a hoax!

87. Some hiss audible through high- efficiency
speakers; use power amp with input level- set
controls.

126.

Slightly distant perspective (" Row M").

127.

Neutral perspective (" Row H").

88. Unsurpassed reproduction of inner detail
and depth perspective.

128.

Rather forward perspective (" Row A").

89. Integrated preamp/amplifier.

129.

Very " gutsy"

1110. Very low input impedance; not for use
with tube- type preamplifiers except Audio Re-

130.

Some vowel- like coloration.

search SP- 3/3a.
91. Floating 0- ohm output terminals; may not
be usable with common- ground headphones or
speaker- switching devices.
92. Best witn electrostatic tweeters or
tweeters with comparable transient performance.
93. Some samples may oscillate at full- up
volume- control setting.
94. Best with typical dynamic tweeters.
95. Under- damps low end of many dynamic
woofers.
96. Over- damps
woofers.

low end of many dynamic

97." Very high gain. Will produce audible hiss
from most US- made preamplifiers. Use with maEching preamplifier or with input attenuators.
102.

Very sow efficiency.

103.

Fairly low efficiency.

131. Passive crossovers, available for use with
Magneplanar and Quad systems, allow for commonbass ( sinole-woofer) operation.
132.

Tendency toward boominess.

133.

Some upper- bass drumminess.

134. Somewhat loose low end; needs high-powered amplifier with very high damping factor.
135.

Lean,

136.

Extremely tight, well-defined bass.

105. Will produce very high listening levels
with adequate power. Watch for heeding damage!
106. Does better with good solid-state amplifiers than with tube amplifiers.
107.

Difficult

108.

Best driven by top-notch tube amplifiers.

load for most amplifiers.

137.

Rich,

138.

Very deep bass range.

139.

Somewhat

Must be biamplified.
Best in very

113.

Ideal

large

for small

Must be driven by power amplifier.

147.

2000 ohms ( Hi- 2).

148.

200-600 ohms.

149.

4 ohms.

150. Electrostatic.
151.

listening

sounds.

153. Designed for minimal rejection of outside sounds.

rooms.

room placement.

116. Use Quad 303 power amp or one of similar
power rating.
117.

High rejection of outside sounds.

152. Moderate rejection of outside

listening rooms.

Unusually critical of

limited deep- bass range.

146.

114. May be biamplified for considerably higher
efficiency and better control of driver balance
115.

fat low end.

e e
' ts 1
7:1.:22cT:4 IfIan1:11:712.some ampli-

109. Cross over above 2,500 Hz unless modified.
(See " Keynotes" in this issue.).

112.

dry low end.

141. Low end may be overdamped by some amplifiers, producing excessively lean, dry bass.

104. Fairly high efficiency.

116.

and authoritarian sound.

Seamy high end.
18

154.

Heavy weight.

155.

Very lightweight.

156.

Slightly soft,

157.

Airy,

158.

Bright,

159.

Slightly eizzly high end.

1410.

Somewhat hard over-all sound.

sweet high end.

open high end.
very " alive"

sound.

161.

Slightly dry high end.

185. Very subtly veiled.

162.

Slightly hard high end.

186.

163.

Crisp high end.

164.

Wiry high end.

187. 1- dB insertion loss sounds like marked
veiling to inexperienced listeners but isn't.

165.

Extraordinary focus 4 " snap."

166.

Unsurpassed high- end transient response.

188. Despite any deficiencies, this is the
most accurate sound reproducer in its component category. That does not however mean you
will necessarily like. its sound.

177.

Rather diffuse sound.

189.

Fantasticl

190.

But is it worth the money to you?

178.

Somewhat deficient in snap and sheen.

179. Somewhat 2- dimensional
in depth perspective.

180.
181.

Somewhat over- ripe,

dark,

191. We don't really like this but a lot of people
whose judgement we respect do.

deficient

192.

richer- than- life sound.

Liquidly transparent,

182. Slightly

sound;

Slightly dry sound.

Our personal favorite,

as of now.

193.

We feel rather so-so about this.
dition it before deciding.

lucid.

heavy.

194.

A mixed bag.

183. Slightly grainy over-all sound.

195.

Best sound for cne money.

184. Slightly veiled.

196.

Failure rate not yet established.

SOURCES ( Of

items

not widely

We like it but you may not.

available) :

M&K ( Woofers) 8719 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Ca.
Paoli ( amplifiers) P.O. Box 876, Paoli, Pa. 19301.

90211.

PML ( mikes)

N.Y.

Ercona Corp.,

2492 Merrick Rd.,

Bellmore,

Micro Seiki (pickups) EPI Inc., 1 Charles St.,
Decca ( pickups) Paoli ( see above)
RABCO ( modifications)

DKL Labs,

P.O.Box 683,

Linn-Sondek ( turntable)

Paoli ( see above)

St.,

46208.

Indianapolis,

KMAL ( tone arm)

Ind.

Better au-

11710.

Newburyport, Ma.

Severna Park,

01950.

Md.21146.

or Audiophile Systems,

851 W 44th

Audiophile Systems ( see above for Linn-Sondek)

Nagra ( recorder)

19 W 44th St,

Rm 715,

New York,

NY,

10036.

Stellavox ( recorder) Hervic Electronics,1508 Cotner Ave., Los Angeles, Ca.
Neumann ( mike) Gotham Audio Corp., 741 Washington St., New York, NY 10014.
Beyer ( DT- 48 phones) Gotham Audio ( see above).
Beyer ( other products) Revox Corp., 155 Michael Dr., Syosset,
Quad ( speaker) Acoustical Mfg Co., Huntington, England.

NY 11791.

Stax (phones) ESS Special Prods., 9613 Oates Dr., Sacramento,
Supex (pickup) Sumiko, PO Box 5046., Berkeley, Ca. 95705.

Ca.

Gately (mixer)

57 Hillcrest Ave.,

Havertown,

lottinge(frompage13)

95827.

19083.

thing in it but the power supply is

pensive substitutè is a phono - to-highlevel preamp ($ 150)

Pa.

90025.

encapsulated in a pair of little
"black boxes."

made by All-Test

Devices Corp, which will dramatically

e We recommend very highly the dbx
119 volume compressor/expander. The

improve the over-all sound of practically any system. Sound is very

compress mode can convert wide- dynamic-

subtly dry, but has excellent detail

range material into background music,

and very deep,

while the expand mode,

solid low end, with

less steeliness than from virtually
any other preamp stage.

cretion,

Very similar

ic range to compressed recordings,

in sound to the front end of the
Dyna PAT- 5,

used with dis-

can restore most of the dynam-

while also seeming to reduce background

but the ATD preamp has

redundant AC power switch. ( It would

noise. ( Although excessive expansion
causes " pumping" effects.) Used together, the compress/expand modes can add

of course be powered from a switched

about 20 dB to the s/n ratio of any

outlet on the main preamp.)

tape recorder.

no controls except for a seemingly

build this one yourself,

You can't

though;

every19

Spurious side effects

(like distortion)

are negligible.

keynotes

4walielfeit

I

n the last issue, J. Gordon (our esteemed editor/publisher) had some good
words to say for the RTR ERS-6 electro-

the more it tends to raise the woofer's
resonance frequency. Very small boxes

static tweeters. While many of us share

free-air resonance is lowered drastic-

his opinion of these excellent speakers,
a few of us have wished for something
more. The most common desire is to be

cally through the use of a very limp

able to extend its low- frequency end

addition, because the back wave does
not augment the front wave ( as in sys-

closer to the 1500- Hz region that is
claimed for the tweeter but not normally
attained.

are practical only if the woofer's

cone suspension, as in the familiar
acoustic- suspension-type system. In

tems which duct the rear wave forward),
the low-end efficiency of closed-box

The following rather simple

systems is typically about 3 dB lower.
Undesirable rear radiation may also

modification accomplishes not only that,
but also causes an audible improvement
in middle- range clarity and can in some
instances improve the high- frequency
performance.
Hummm, you say. This sounds too good
to be true.

Believe me,

be controlled without completely suppressing it, by adding damping material
to a semi-open enclosure or by increasing the acoustical path between the
front and rear of the speaker element
so that cancellation takes place below

fellow readers,

the principle behind this change is almost as old as loudspeakers themselves.
As a matter of fact, the following discussion applies to any speaker in which

the range of frequencies through which
the speaker is supposed to operate. It
is the latter which is recommended in

the case of the ESR-6.
the forward radiation from the reproThe reader will note, after removing
ducing element(s) is inadvertently coupthe front and back grilles from the ESR-f
led with the rearward radiation because
cabinet ( use a dull knife to pry them
the path length between the front and
back surfaces of the radiating element is off) that the four electrostatic element:
are mounted on more-or- less vertical cro:
too short.
members. ( Be certain you have unplugged

Two methods are typically employed to

the speakers from the 120-volt line and
allowed them to discharge for a few minutes so that no high voltage is present.

prevent undesirable interference between
front and rear waves. The first is to
construct a special path for the rear-

Considerable open space exists between
the elements themselves and between the
elements and the inside walls of the
cabinet, and it is these spaces which
should be blocked with acoustically
opaque material. I recommend 1/2- inch-

ward radiation to follow, which eventually brings it out of the enclosure in
phase- unison with the front radiation,
so they augment one another rather than
tending to cancel. The advantage of this
approach is improved efficiency, but the
disadvantages are the sensitivity of the

thick cork. Small sheets of cork are
available from most hardware stores; buy
the type with an adhesive backing paper,

path length to frequency ( each frequency
theoretically requires a,different path
length), the size of the enclosure (particularly when dealing with low frequencies), and the difficulty of preventing

and don't remove the paper.

It will add

rigidity to the cork strips.
Because of the odd angles at which th
elements aré mounted, it will be necess-

undesired resonances from coloring the

ary to cut the cork panels into appropri
ately-shaped strips that will fit fairly
snugly in the open spaces. To secure the

sound as it passes through the path.
The second method simply requires
attenuating the rearward radiation.

strips in place, use small dabs of contact cement where the cork meets the
wooden cabinet or the cross-members ( but

Complete attenuation can be achieved
by mounting the radiator(s) in an airtight enclosure or an infinite baffle.
In the case of the former, the trapped

don't apply any cement to the elements
themselves). Although contact cement
dries quickly, it would be advisable to

air tends to add stiffness to the suspension system, so the smaller the box,
20

et the speakers remain open for a few
lours before reinstalling the grilles

handle much power in that range and may
be damaged if thus abused.

Lnd firing them up; the vapor from con:act cement is explosive!
One final note. The forward and rearrard radiation from the electrostatic

An additional modification might be
considered if the rearward radiation
from the tweeters has been impairing the
stereo perspective in your listening room
-- this will depend on several factors

elements have now been separated by a
mmparatively long acoustic path -- out
be back of the cabinet, around the outide and into the front.

including the angle of the speakers relative to the wall behind them ( if any) and

The efficiency

Lt high frequencies will not be affected,

the reflectivity of that wall ( again, if
any). To reduce rearward radiation, try

,
ecause

placing a single 4- or 6- inch- thick piece

.tion, but the tweeter's low- end range

of fiberglass ( in this case, remove its
paper or foil backing to prevent re- radi-

the wavelengths are too short to
Lave suffered from front/rear cancell- particularly below about 2000 Hz
be substantially strengthened,
bus producing much more uniform over-

ation) to cover the entire rear of the
cabinet before replacing the grille. This
will have no effect on the sound quality

.11 response. Do not however conclude
.
rom this that the ERS -6 will now make
L splendid 500- Hz- crossover tweeter if

of the forward radiation, but will tend
to create less high- frequency diffusion
of the sound image resulting from the
scattering of the rearward radiation. It

mu merely modify its crossover network,
'or the elements are not designed to

should be kept in mind that rearward

Why It Does What It Does
equals the wavelength of the sound.
that is being reproduced.

Although RTR rates the ESR-6 as being
;able down to 1500 Hz, its output actuly rolls off increasingly rapidly below

The elements in the ESR-6 are about

'out 3000 Hz because of the short "path
ungth" between the front and rear of the
adiators.

3 inches wide by 54« inches high, so cancellation of sounds originating from the
center of each element will set in at

This has no effect on high frequencies,
?cause the air-pressure changes from
lem occur too rapidly for air to leak
*ound from front to back and vise versa.
: lower frequencies,

LARGE

though, a compress-

/V

COMPRESSION

SMALL BILE

RAREFACTION

BAFFLE

COMPRESS ION

around 4400 and become worse at 2400.
Any cancellation of waves originating

:on wave in front of the diaphragm builds
ap slowly enough for some of it to have

near the outer edges of each radiator
will set in at much higher frequencies.
This is why FMI chose to cross over

:ime to travel around the edge of the
liaphragm and be sucked up by the rear
arefaction wave. The result is cancellatioh of the low frequencies.

to the ESR-6 ( in the J-Modular system)
at 7000 Hz, and the wonder of it all is
that the tweeter is able to hold up its
"low end" even to that frequency without

The effect is related to the wave'ength of the sounds, and cancellation
;tarts to occur when the distance from

the modification that Walter Key describes here. JGH

'ront to rear of the radiating surface
21

radiation is not necessarily undesirable;
however, many listeners have noticed that
under some conditions,

controlling or

. It's the pile that sells,

not the

price.'"
HIGH FIDELITY TRADE NEWS - Aug.,

1974.

limiting it can result in better stereo
imaging and an apparently flatter topend response.

Quotes Without Comment

"Designed for 18th-century ears and not
for reproduction, the resultant sound
(of the Williamsburg Wren Building
organ) cried out for the usual electron-

Informed sources report-

ic embellishments such as echo, limiting or compression, etc. But that
would interfere with the passion for

edlastweek that the Federal Trade Commission's investigation of the audio com-

authenticity. . . Years ago when I was
doing radio remotes I quickly learned

ponents industry -- which has annual sales
of $ 500 million -- is directed at alleged
price-fixing in both fair- and non- fair-

that it is better to limit the low-

"PRICE-FIXING PROBE
PONENTS

SET -

trade states.

IN AUDIO COM-

frequency energy picked up by the microphones and not risk overloads and resulting muddy sound.

The sources said the probe

If you want more

will also investigate activities of US
and foreign audio manufacturers. The investigation stems from a number of corn-

bass, you can always add some with
equalization as long as you don't go

plaints from dealers . . . The commission
estimated that the probe will take several months to complete, and said that in-

was minimal. About the only thing I
did was to dub the masters, adding 2 dB
at 100 Hz and 2 dB at 10 kHz. . ."

vestigational hearings will be closed to

dB - " Recreating Colonial Sound" by
Richard B. Tisdale - Nov. 1974.

the public and press. In announcing the
probe last week, the Commission said that
it had made no finding that violations of
the law exist in that industry. It did

overboard. . .

"RIPOFFS

The sweetening session

RAMPANT

IN

RECORD

IN-

DUSTRY"
THE WASHINGTON POST - Jack Anderson -

say that its efforts will be directed at
resale price maintenance and other unfair

April 27,

business practices by manufacturers, distributors and retailers in the audio component industry. FTC officials pointed out

1974.

"A PROSPEROUS TURNAROUND FOR
RECORDS - Despite big problems sales
are well ahead of 1973's $ 2-billion."

the Commission is concerned primarily
with alleged price fixing in the audio
components industry, and at the moment,

BUSINESS WEEK - July 27,

1974.

is not concerned with console audio sets.

"POWER OUTPUT CLAIMS

FOR AMPLI-

. . . Among possible illegal activities
for which the Commission will be looking
are manufacturer attempts to enforce fair-

FIERS UTILIZED IN HOME ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS . . . Both EIA and IHF
. . . state that power output should be
rated at a single frequency signal of

trade price maintenance agreements with
distributors and retailers in non- fair
trade states. The Commission also wants

1000 Hz. They are supported in this position by H. H. Scott, Inc., Sony Corpor-

to investigate allegations that soma
firms do not enforce their fair-trade

ation, J. C. Penney Company and Julian
Hirsch, editor of Stereo Hi -Fi Review

agreements except with certain custom-

Magazine ( sic). Their argument is that
engineers understand this measurement

ers. Such action, an unfair business
practice, is banned by Section 5 of the

technique and no one would be deceived
if all companies were required to measure

Federal Trade Commission Act."
ELECTRONIC NEWS - Aug. 26, 1974.

the power output of their amplifiers at
this frequency. . . [T]he Commission
[Federal Trade Commission] is persuaded
. . . that paragraph ( e) should be clari-

"'PEOPLE ARE STUPID'. . [ Avery
large audio equipment dealer] says that

fied by providing that the input signal
shall be applied for 5 minutes at full

his stores operate on a minimum margin of
31-1/3 per cent; ' If our salesman doesn't
get that, it becomes a house sale and the
salesman doesn't get paid . . .

rated power . . . Julian Hirsch was the
only person to object to the 5-minute
requirement. . . Dr. Bose of Bose Corporation, who has made several studies in

People do

not recognize value. I can put a sign on
a pile of boxes that says ' LIMITED SUPPLY'
and the list price, and sell them all . .

Pg.
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tape
Operation Fenby
English composer Frederick Delius spent
the last years of his life as an invalid, physically incapacitated by
syphillis although still mentally and
creatively active.

require special,

and close-up,

miking.

Mandell Theater has its own public-address system, with the mixing
equipment and power amplifiers located in a soundproofed glass-windowed

Unable to write,

he depended upon a young amanuensis
named Eric Fenby to transcribe and

"control room" high up at the rear
left of the theater. We had reconnoi-

to score his compositions, and since
Fenby lived in the Delius household

tered the situation a week prior to

for those 6 years,

control room would be an ideal place

the performance,

he came to know

Frederick as well as anybody outside
of Delius' wife. Delius died in 1934,

and decided that the

tor our recorder and monitor loudspeakers, and we foresaw easy solutions to
the speech-microphone problem ( all we

and Fenby went on to write several
books about Delius and to become even-

have to do is tie in to Mandell's own

tually the world's foremost authority
on his music.

public-address system)

Early in 1974,

Eric Fenby visited

the US for a speaking tour,

room cables that had been built in to

during

the theater).

which he attended several concerts of
Delius'

music.

One of tnese,

We should have known

things wouldn't be all that simple.

which was

Fortunately,

held specifically in honor of Fenby's
arrival in Philadelphia,

and the cable-

run problem ( use the stage- to- control

safe side,

was put to-

just be to be on the

we borrowed a box of mike

gether almost singlehandedly by our

cables from a friend ( R. J. Kerr of
the E. I. duPont Co.) we could trust.

music editor William Marsh,

We mentioned " trust" because,

so it was

not at all surprising that Ye Ed &

when

elected to record the proceedings.

you're using balanced- line mike
cables -- two conductors inside a

(The resulting tapes were aired over
Philadelphia's classical- music station

or more of the mikes out of phase with

shield -- it is possible to get one

WFLN several months later.)

the others by inadvertently inter-

The concert was held in Drexel University's new Mandell

Theater,

changing the inner conductors in a

a

hall of moderate size ( capacity 300)

couple of the cables. Because of the
kind of person RJK is, we were confi-

with rather soft and deadish acoustics

dent that all his cables would be

and virtually no reverberation,

properly phased.* They were.

accord-

ing to the modern philosophy of audi-

The main recorder we used was the

torium design. Part of the concert
was chamber music -- works for piano

Stereophile's 2- track high-speed Revox
A-77. We also brought along, as a pro-

and soprano and piano Lnd violin -and part was orchestral, and since
Delius'

tection recorder ( and for fidelity corn-

orchestral music benefits from

a rather distant miking while his cham- * Mike-cable phasing is no problem if
ber music does best with close miking,
you're careful; you just have to make
it was obvious that we would have to
sure that pin 1 at one end of the cable
use two different mike setups for the
goes to pin 1 at the other end, 2 to 2,
two halves of the program.

Then there

and 3 to 3.

was WFLN's program director James
Keeler,
Mr.

who introduced Mr.

Fenby himself,

Fenby,

This is easily checked on

an already- assembled cable by means
and

of an ohm-meter.

both of whom would

Microphones,

are a different matter,
23

however,

for there is P.

pansons)

a Braun 4- track machine

of the stage and the rest of the stuff

borrowed from Music & Sound ( in Willow Grove, Pa.), our own Gately SM-6A

was carted up the steps to the control
room. One of us started setting up the

mixer,

electronics, while the other went down
to the stage to uncover the first little

Sony C- 37A capacitor mikes,

B&O 53 and Beyer M-500 mikes. For
monitoring, we took a pair of FMI 80s,

hitch: The built-in mike cables were
reverse- sexed. That is, the sockets

Stax SRX headphones, and a HarmanICardon Model 12 power amp to drive
them. Plus plenty of AC cable and

(female) were at the plug ( male)

laundry cord ( the latter for hanging
mikes), several Atlas floor stands
for mikes,

ends

and the plugs were at the socket ends.
We were informed by the custodian of
Mandell ( a very personable and help-

and the usual collection

ful young man with the unlikely name
of Michael Rabbit) that he had been

of just- in- case items like a splicer,
a bright red grease pencil for marking

told that this was " auditorium convention," which was the reverse of

reels and tape boxes (precaution
against re- using Reel One to tape the

"recording studio convention." (we

latter part of the program), small
screwdriver and diagonal cutters,

later learned that this was a pile
of you- know-what. There is one sex

and a soldering iron in case a mike
plug decided to quit at the crucial

convention for XLR receptacles,

moment.

Mandell's ones had gotten them backwards. Now there was no way we could

and

the contractor who had installed

We did not Dolby the program, as we
had been starting to suspect of late
that, contrary to measurements and to

use the built-in cables from the auditorium to the control room; we had to

Ray Dolby's explanations, our Dolby B
does seem to take some of the brightness out of the signal, and we didn't
feel this to be a fair tradeoff for

string our own. So we put our circulation drudge Mary E. to work climbing over the rows of empty seats dragging cables with her.

reduced hiss from an already-very-

For the chamber works, the two BaO
mikes (which happen to be excellent

quiet tape machine. ( Had we had access
to a dbx then, we would have happily

for both classical voice and for
violin and piano, but that model --

used that.)
When we arrived at the auditorium,
early in the afternoon of the day ( or,

the 53 -- is no longer available)

were placed on the fully- extended
rather, of the evening) of the concert, floor stands and located symmetrically
at the front edge of the stage, about
the mike stands and the carrying cases
containing mikes were dumped in front
12 feet apart and slightly converging.
no standard for mike phasing, and the

"hot" output connections from one

only way of checking it is by using

should be reversed. If there is no
volume reduction, they are properly
phased.

it. So if you need extra microphones
to use with yours, and borrow them
from a friend (no matter how meticulous a person he may be), his mikes
may all be phased with each other but
there is a 50/50 chance they'll be
out of phase with yours.
Bike 'phasing is easily checked with
a mixer. Feed two mikes into the same
channel (Both into L or R, or mixed
in mono. Put the two mikes side by

the owner's other mikes then. Use a
phase- reverse adapter, which can be
purchased at outrageous cost from most
mike manufacturers, or can be made up
for about half the price from a pair
of connectors and a foot of balancedline cable. The shield should go

side, both aiming at you, and don a
pair of headphones.

But never under any circumstances
should you open up a borrowed mike to
phase it with your own; it won't match

Turn up one mike

between pins 1 of the connectors, pin
2 of one connector should go to 3 of

to a comfortable listening level in
the phones while you speak into it,
and then slowly bring up the volume

the other, and 3 of one to 2 of the
other. You should also make a note
somewhere, for reference, of the fact

of the other. If the sound heard
through the phones diminishes as you

that friend so-and-so's mikes need
phase reversal for use with your own
mikes.

bring up the second mike, the two are
out of phase with one another and the
24

The left-hand one was aiming slightly
to the left of the place where the

masking tape)

singer would stand,

of 5/8-27 threaded pipe ( standard mike

these,

the right-hand

one slightly to the right of the piano.

and then ( using 1- inch-wide
fastened a short length

size) at each end of the long stick. Then
the cables were pulled up to lift the

The reversed- sex connectors in the
hall had also blown our idea of using

stick a few feet from the floor,

the M-500 for the speaking parts of

mikes were attached to the pipes and

the program ( the mike itself has an

aimed -- at a point near the back of

XRL output connector,

and of course it

the stage,

and downwards so that when

didn't mate with the auditorium's

raised to a height of 15

cables either),

stage,

but we still

thought

the

feet above the

they would be looking at about

we could use Mandell's mike by drawing

the front row of musicians.

signal

they were hoisted all the way up, their
orientation was checked by looking up

from their PA amplifier.

couldn't.

We

Any interconnection between

Finally,

the PA amp and our equipment caused a

at them from onstage,

horrendous hum in both systems, so we
had to run a third cable from the

were tied and taped up on the catwalk.
Each of the C- 37s has a 75- foot cable

stage to the control room.

Both Keeler

and the cables

connecting it to its polarizing sup-

and Fenby would be speaking at a lec -

ply,

turn,

of drop necessary to get the mikes the

so we merely placed our own mike

next to the PA mike,

peeping over the

and this,

minus the 20-odd feet

right height above the stage,

top edge of the lecturn but far enough

meant

there was still over 60 feet needed

above it so slight movements of the

to get from the polarizing supplies to

lecturn wouldn't bang either mike. ( We

the control room and the•mixer. So, we
had to leave the supplies tied up on

used a " baby boom"

to get the mikes

closer together than would have been
possible

one of the cross- beams under the ceiling ( accessible by a walkway)

if both were on straight

stands.)
For the orchestra pickup,

AC and mike cables
we climb-

room to the boxes.

ed up onto a catwalk high above the
stage and lowered the mike cables to
the floor ( about 15

feet apart).

and run

from the control

Meanwhile,

back at the control room,

we had managed to borrow a long table

We

to put the equipment on,

and had shov-

planned to use the mikes on their car-

ed this up against the large window

dioid pickup pattern ( because their
response is smoother that way), but

overlooking the auditorium.

this meant they would have to be " aim-

the table,

ed" toward the stage.

and were raised on boxes so they flank-

The FMI

speakers were placed at the rear of

They could not

almost against the window,

ed our view of the stage.

The soprano

and piano were rehearsing onstage by
now,

and we were able to fire up the

mikes and start listening to what we
were getting. We had lucked out! With
the monitor level

through the FMIs at

just the right setting, we had the
uncanny feeling of listening right
throue the window to what was going
on on-stage

Only a very slight graini-

ness and rounding of details revealed
the fact that we were listening to a
reproduction ( thus strengthening our
initial reactions to that then- new
speaker system).
Oddly,

though,

we were not entirely

just be allowed to dangle at the end

happy with the sound of the close-up

of their cables, as they would end up
aimed any old way. So, for this pur-

B&Os.

pose we brought along two ( for portabilj.ty)

Perhaps it was a function of the

rather dead acoustics, but the pickup
from the B&Os by themselves was

light 8- foot lengths of wood,

dry and stark.

That from the overhead

which had to be bolted together at

Sonys alone was obviously wrong -- a

the center.

fine rendition of what we heard in a

We tied the mike cables to
25

seat near the back of the auditorium,

session.

but just too distant to be effective.
But a mixture of the two pairs,

We had planned to take a long break

with

between the setup and the concert for

the B&Os carrying most of the load and

a leisurely meal,

the Sonys adding an overlay of ambi-

cocktails beforehand and perhaps a

ence,

was ideal.

We made a note of

with a couple of

split of wine during,
quite pan out.

the mixer settings for future refer-

but that didn't

It had taken longer to

set up than we had anticipated,

ence.
Incidentally,

one of the risks in-

so our

dinner consisted instead of dessicated

volved in using a multi- channel input
mixer for a recording where balances

hamburgers at a local luncheonette

must be changed or mikes turned on

to hurry back to be in time for the

during the session is the possibility

performance.

counter.

of hitting the wrong knob and messing
everything up.

But at least we didn't have

To say that everything came off

So it is essential to

without a hitch is to understate the

have some way of identifying each mixer control unambiguously enough that

case. We had to ride gain like mad on
Mr. Fenby, who rocked back and forth

there is no mistaking which is which.

on his heels and took little strolls

We do this by putting a strip of mask-

behind the lecturn while speaking,

ing tape along the top of the mixer,

otherwise we had little to do but watch

and writing in above each knob the

the reels turn and wonder if that plus-

but

designation of the mike it controls.

1-VU kick on the meters

As:

would become a disastrous plus- 6 during
the fast movement, but it didn't. There

General Left ( Genl L),

Left ( Stg L),
and so on.

On- Stage

Solo Center ( Solo Cntr),

from the piano

wasn't even a sweaty-palms moment when

We also try to follow some

when connecting the mikes to the mixer,

we had to change reels, as reel 1 ( at
7.5 ips) lasted through the first part

so that,

of the program with plenty of tape to

basic principles of " human engineering"
for example,

knob at the

we don't have a

left-hand end of the mixer

spare,

panel controlling a right- channel mike.
Mr.

Fenby,

there to rehearse the

part ( which we taped at 15 ips)

parts of the program in which he would
play piano,

and the orchestra members had

to assemble onstage before the second
could

get under way.

was persuaded to say a few

Then came what is always the most

words into the M-500 so we could estab-

odious aspect of any live- recording

lish the proper level setting for that.

session:

But there was to be no orchestra re-

equipment back out to the car -- a job

hearsal that afternoon,

which must of course always be done

so we would

knockdown,

and lugging all the

have to trust to 'luck ( and experience)

when one is most fatigued.

that the general-pickup mikes would be

ever take the trouble to coil each

set at about the right level when the

mike cable properly and wrap a couple

first note sounded

of layers of masking tape around it so

from the orchestra.

We did how-

Both the A-77 and the SM-6A have their

it wouldn't get tangled up with the

own VU meters,

others in the case,

and when he had started

using them together ( a couple of years

learned that,

because we have

resolutions notwithstand-

ago), we had marked the Revox's input-

ing,

level calibrations at those settings at

cables at leisure when we get home,

which 0 VU on the Gately would yield

are then faced with a spaghetti- like

Zero VU on the Revox,

mess when we arrive at the next live-

so that we could

concentrate on the Gately's levels

The tapes turned out to be among

even though on

the best we had ever gotten,

although

occasion the Revox would give higher

Mary E.

level readings because of somewhat

bit less " raw" than the live sound,

less-heavily-damped meters.
found,

We had

commented that they seemed a

which is to say they were a bit richer

from past orchestral recording

ventures,

and

recording location.

with the knowledge that the Revox's
would follow suit,

we usually forget to organize the

than life.

that with the Sony mikes,

This was true,

for that is

the kind of sound the C- 37s give.

proper record level generally occurred

But

for thé kind of music we were record-

with the Gately's master gain controls

ing that evening,

set at 8 and the mike controls at 44,
so that's what we used for the Fenby

have the recorded sound tending to-

it was better to
Pg.
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Record, ,
Keviews

ghepherd Fennel's

Dance.

Light

Music Society Orchestra, Sir Vivian
Dunn, conductor. EMI Studio Two TWO295.
This is a rarity of sorts: an EMI
orchestral release that somehow

sommunn

Duets. Janet Baker, alto;
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, baritone;
Gerald Moore, piano; Members of the

never managed to get listed in England's usually- terribly- thorough
Gramophone Record Catalog. As a

RIAS Chamber Choir. DG

result, it is easy to guess that a
lot of people missed some very enjoy-

2530 328.

Baker in glorious voice and Fischer-

able music.
Grainger is very British* in a
jaunty, rather flippant way that may

Dieskau in relaxed, unstrained voice,
combine to give a very satisfying program of relatively unfamiliar Schubert.

surprise listeners who have heard

Only a couple of the selections are
available elsewhere. Gerald Moore pro-

only his much- overworked Londonderry
Air or Country Gardens.
The Quilter is an arrangement of
the Child's Opera that was also the
basis for an equally obscure but delightful harp- and-orchestra work by

vides his usual model accompaniments,
although I am not too enthusiastic
about the tonal quality of his piano.
The recording is natural- sounding and
the surfaces, on my copy at least,

Marl McDonald ( the Suite from Childhood). The other works are in the

were extremely quiet
Baker sounds at times like early

same vein: melodic,

Oedip" ( D. 542) and " Cronnan" ( D. 282)
would make one guess she were German
herself. Fischer-Dieskau's now- darkened voice is more lovely than ever;

ostensibly EMI's answer to Decca's
(London's) " Phase-4" -- is clean,
full,

his

by Baker. This is one of the best selections on the disc.
Certainly the most amusing piece

flawless,

Another pressing re-

flyer on this, order it from England or Canada. It isn't being imported to the US and probably won't be.JGH

The

and trill their way through this de-

Swingphonic

Sounds

of

Sam-

my Nestico ( with Leon Breeden
and the North Texas State Lab

lightful trifle.
The RIAS Chamber choir participates
only briefly in the scene from Goethe'

Band). Mark MES 32244. (If unavailable locally, order from Mark Educational Recordings, Inc., 6010 Goodrich Rd., Clarence Center, N. Y.

I felt this selec-

tion was little more than a side-

Country Gardens,

the other sounded like a

ceived by music editor William Marsh
was fine, so if you want to take a

619) or " Vocal Excercises." This 1818
composition must have been written
with two specific singers in mind, but
the sleeve notes keep us in the dark
on this score. Buy the disc just to
hear Baker and Fischer-Dieskau warble

CRAMER:

and somewhat wiry on

boiling mud pit.

presented is the " Singribungen" ( D.

filler.
Complete texts are provided.

deep,

top, but with considerably more
depth than the typical Phase- 4 offering. One side of my pressing was

phrasing in " Licht und Liebe" ( D. 352)
is superb and is matched beautifully

"Faust." Frankly,

uncomplicated,

and ingenuously trivial. Just nice
music to listen to.
The EMI " Studio 2" recording --

Schwarzkopf. Her coloration and German
diction in such duets as " Antigone und

14032. $ 5.98)

WM

Here's a winning record of big-band
arrangements by Sammy Nestico, familiar as performer and arranger for
many of the great bands of Tommy Dor-

Han-

del in the Strand, Mock Morris,
Molly on the Shore, Shepherd's

sey, Woody Herman, Charlie Barnet,
Gene Krupa, etc. For many years he

Hey, Londonderry Air; QUILTERt
Children's Overture; TOYEs The
Haunted Ballroom;.
Si Dusk; BALFOURGARDINERI

Aunammum

*The fact that he was born and raised
in Australia has no bearing on this.
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was Chief Arranger for the US Marine
Band. The North Texas State Lab Band
is professional in every respect. It

is to present a survey of the instrument(s) featured, and informative ( if
not always comprehensive) booklets

has won top awards at numerous collegiate jazz and band festivals.

are enclosed giving the history of
the instrument and notes on the music
performed. There are occasional mis-

The selections on this disc are
all arrangements of classical pieces

prints, but the over-all production

or folk songs, and most of them work
very well. The Borodin Bongos and

quality is usually excellent, as is
the recorded sound. In fact, there is
a fascinating disc entitled " What is

Brass provides pleasant listening
and the Debussy Reverie as treated
here lets us hear a full and gorgeous

Good Recorded Sound?" ( ABK-9) that
belongs in every stereophile's col-

sound. Saxes and brasses sound particularly fine. In Anitra's Dance

will appear here when or if we learn

there is fine delineation of the
individual instruments such as the
clarinet. London Bridge gets a big,

that this temporarily(?) discontinued
disc is being made available again.
Meanwhile, though, we are happy to in-

lection.

bold and brassy treatment, and the

A full review of this by JGH

troduce this label to you in our con-

Dance of the Sugar-Plum Fairy again

tinuing search for musically-natural
recordings.
MM

lets us hear a big, big sound. The
xylophone replaces the celesta in
that famous solo. Londonderry Air
has survived almost every arrange-

PAINUFNIK:

ment, but this piquant one is superb.
The Texas forces play without a
flaw throughout. Mark has provided
superb balance and over-all sound,

fonia

Symphony No. I (" Sin Rustica"), Symphony No. 3

("Sinfonia Sacra").Mcmte Carlo
Opera Orchestra, Andrzej Panufnik,
conducting. UNICORN RHS -315. $ 7.98
list price. Available from HRH Dis-

in a favorable acoustical environment. The pressing is immaculate.

tributors, Ltd., P. 0. Box 222, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

Timings for each section are
given.
WM

American record collectors can reMusic for Cello & Piano.Ju/ian
Lloyd Webber, cello; Clifford Benson,

joice if the new US distributor succeeds in getting Unicorn records into
the shops, as the label releases a

piano. DISCOURSES " ALL ABOUT MUSIC"
ABK-17. (
Available from British dealers or from Discourses, Ltd., 32 High
St.,

great deal of unusual and interesting material. The RES series here
will list at $ 7.98 and all other
singles at $ 6.49, which is certainly
competitive with other labels these
days. In most cases in fact this

Tunbridge Wells, Kent, England.

Catalog available on request. Export
price of disc: $2.75approx.
Young artists, model sound, and generally good performances merit your attention here. Outstanding on this
disc is a performance of the Delius
Cello Sonata which is far superior to
the Argo version by more- established
musicians. Really, the disc is worth
the price for this alone.

pressed in West Germany, but we don't
know just why at the time of writing,
nor do we know if re-pressings of

Other com-

plete works on this disc are shorter
than the Delius and there some fragments, too, of works by Bach, Boccherini, Beethoven, Popper, Saint- Sans
and Fauré. The latter's Elégie is the
only real disappointment in the collection. Mr. Webber gives the work
only superficial treatment,

would be a bargain, as Unicorn's
sound is generally considered to be
as good as that of any recording company. The Stereophile has been informed that all new releases are being

and fails

to evoke any pathos because of a tone
that isn't dark enough.

past releases will also be pressed
there. HNH will send you a catalog on
request, and collectors with a sharp
eye will note that certain releases
on license to US record companies
(i.e., the Raff 5th Symphony, recently reviewed here) are not available
from HNH.
The 60- year-old Panufnik,

cham-

pioned by Stokowski, has had a remarkable career in Poland and in Britain

The purpose of Discourses series
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•

since 1954 when he escaped to the
West in order to have freedom of expression. All his early music was
lost by fire in the Warsaw uprising
of 1944. The Sinfonia Rustica
(1948), essentially based on folk
‘
1 1
p
,:::111es structured for two string
tras to be separated on the
stage by woodwinds and brass. Various

Whether singing "La Guerre" of Jennequin ( early 16th century) or a drinking song of Poulenc ( 20th century),
the King's singers totally captivate
the listener.
Once again, EMI deserves high marks
for a recording job that could not
have been better. George Martin was
the recording engineer and Jack Klegg
the balance engineer, and the singing
voices are right there with you in

solo instruments have a chance to
shine, but the savage bass strings in
the last movement are the most exciting of all.

the rooms Truly demonstration- calibre
recording.

The 1963 Sinfonia Sacra was written for the celebration of The Mil-

Some of the import houses in the US
have this, but you can order it from

lenium of Poland's Statehood and
Christianity which came in 1966. The
piece is a powerful one, opening and

England if you can't find one here.
It's worth the effort.
W.M.

closing with trumpet calls from the
four corners of the orchestra. Onstage quad! The Polish hymn "Bogurod-

«WERT:

Mantrana ( 1971); CROSSE:
Some Marches on A Ground ( 1970);
11140(NES: Museum Pieces for String

zica" serves as the source material
for parts of the symphony and is

Quartet

a reissue, pressed in Germany, of the
Pathe Marconi recording once avail-

able in better record shops or for

able in Britain on HMV ASD 2298. I
haven't heard the deleted pressing,

$5.95 + 250 handling from Louisville
Orchestra First Edition Records, 333

but this one is all we could ask for,

West Broadway,

give or take a few ticks at the beginning of side 1.
The Monte Carlo musicians rise to

Louisville, Ky.

40202.

Subscribers to Louisville Recordings
pay only $4.98 plus the service charge
for each disc ordered. A catalog is

exalted heights here, but I can't
wait until Ormandy and the Philadelphians get a crack at this score,
which they will have by the time this
gets in print.

and Clarinet ( 1973).

Louisville Orch., Matthias Bamert,
cond. (Bamert); Louisville String Quartet with James Livingston, clarinet
(Rhodes). LOUISVILLE LS- 741. (Avail-

heard in its entirety in the finale.
This particular release is actually

available on request.)
Bamert conducts his own work originally premiered by the American Symphony Orchestra under Stokowski in
1971. The 32-year-old composer's own

WH

A French Collection. Chansons by
Arbeau, Jannequin, Poulenc, and others.
TheKing'sSingers.EarlyMusicConsort

notes,

reproduced from those origin-

ally prepared for that first performance, must be digested in order to
understand fully the complexity of
the repetitive figures in the score

oflondon,DavidMunrow,dir.,assists
in 3 selections. HMV CSD 3740.

and the reference to Buddhist beliefs

For a debut disc, it is incredible
that EMI sacrificed sleeve space, at

which influence the work's structure

included on an insert also.) These six
young men are, I believe, all alumni
of that famous choir of King's College

The strings and the tuned gongs
and other percussion are well defin-

and give it its nape. Lots of percusleast some of which could have been de- sion add spice to the work, and the
voted to biographical details of the
Louisville Orchestra's fine performperforming group, for the sake of
ance is enhanced by exceptionally
notes about the music. ( Full texts are
clear sound.

Cambridge, and their training there
and elsewhere obviously has been of
the highest calibre, for the singing
(style,

intonation, diction and so on)

could not be better. I daresay that
France herself has not heard better!
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ed within an excellent range of dynamics, and the only pressing flaws were
a few very quiet ticks. Gordon Crosse's
Marches for winds and percussion ( no
conductor listed, if there was one)
struck me as being rather uninteresting on first hearing, but the record-

Last August I made my second annual foray to Canada to check out Ile record scene there. After a brief and refreshing stop in cool Sarator- v re
I heard Andre Watts tear through the Tchaikovsky First Piano ConLertt
with the Philadelphia Orchestra under Skrowaczewski, I arrived in Montreal
in the midst of a Metro strike but still managed to get out to the Man
and His World Expo by bus. The USSR Pavilion there has a shop that storks
various books and propaganda as well as a few Russian Mélodiya discs. .
This shop is merely a branch of a downtown bookstore, and while it really
doesn't specialize in records, a few goodies appear there from time to
time. The Montreal record shops are somewhat disappointing, but a f,-4 odds
and ends can be picked up in the International Music Store, Ltd. at 534
Rue Ste. Catherine O. or, even better, at Bertrand in the undergroun .
Place Bonaventure Mall. And for a department store, Simpson's wasn't oo
bad for new releases either. The horror story about Canada for US collectors is the price of records. Generally, list prices are S1 more than those
for domestic and imported discs in the US. Then consider the 3- to-51% conversion charge or surcharge on US dollars and only a measly 10% discount
off the list price and you can see what you're up against. That was Montreal; Toronto is a different story! The city here was crippled by a transit strike, but walking was easy and safe in this unusually civilized
metropolis. Three record shops on Yonge St. were among the best, if not
the best, I've seen in the world. The smallest is Music World at 355 Yongd,
where classical department manager Patrick Kutney squared me away on just
what really could be found in his city. Unfortunately, his department may
be defunct by now if the management went ahead with plans to abolish it
for lack of sufficient sales volume after only a few months' trial. Too
bad, because Pat worked hard to stock nearly everything, and had organized
his browser bins very well. But the second-floor location of his classics
department and the competition just a few doors up the street probably
hurt. Looking like Times Square neon palaces are Sam the Record Man at 347
Yonge and A & A Books and Records at 351 Yonge. Both shops had in stock
nearly every US, British, French and German disc in print. Open ' til 1 a.m.
or so, these stores can hold you for hours! With thousands and thousands
of sale items, including obscure US labels and rarely-seen Scandinavian
EMI and Philips releases, one could browse for several days before seeing
everything. I managed to haul away about 40 prizes. Lots of Russian Mélodiyas there -- many more than in Montreal. And there are some Canadian labels worth considering for either Canadian performers or compositions.
Readers particularly interested in these may write for a list of my recommendations. Write care of Stereophile and enclose a self-addressed and
stamped return envelope please. One other shop worth a visit is The Book
Cellar branch at 142 Yorkville. My surprise there was Franz Schmidt's oratorio "Das Buch Mit Sieben Siegeln" on Amadeo AVRS-5004/05. Listening to
this permitted me to celebrate my own Schmidt centennial, even if nobody
else did. The point of all this is that there are shops on the North-American continent that stock most of the records that are available, if price
is not too important to you. Some US shops should investigate how it's
done, and ditto for our distributors. Try mail orders from Sam or A & A.
The Canadian postal code for Toronto ( equivalent to our ZipTirs M5B 1S3.
Or shall we brave the Canadian winter and board the next plane?
Wt!
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ed sound was fine. Phillip Rhodes's
Museum Pieces are his answer to Mussorgsky's Pictures, although in Rhod-

the high- end smoothness nor the thunderous low end of the EMI.
JGH

es's work, paintings and sculpture

WILLIAM

provide the inspiration.
The Louisville chamber players

nue:
mela;
Suite
land.

show fine technique in tearing
through the furioso that is "Equestrian Bronze" or in dancing their way

Piano; Danzas de Panama, for
String Quartet; Songs of Separation; Song for the Lonely. Claud-

is particularinvestigate
recordings.
contemporary

music.

ing Carlson, mezzo-soprano; Lois Adele
Craft, harp; Georgia Akst and Annette
Kaufman, pianos;

WM

SHOSTAKOVITCH: Symphony No.

8

at $ 6.98 from Orion Master Recordings, 3802 Castlerock Rd., Malibu,
Ca.

closeup but two-dimensional Turnabout
disc of Rachmaninov's Symphonic Dances,
this one has tremendous dynamic range,
chunderously deep low end, an awesome
sense of depth and spaciousness, and
to top it all off, an electrifying perNot only a Top-of-the-Pile

But do get the EMI one if you can;
Angel's has neitner the dynamic range,

90265.) Catalog available.

Giveon Cornfield's Orion label serves
us well in the wide variety of music

A more distant recording than the

recording, but also one of the great
recordings of this decade!

string ensemble and

quartet under the direction of Louis
Kaufman. ORION ORS- 7278. (Available

in C Minor, Op. 65. London Symphony Orchestra., Andre Previn,
conductor. HMV ASD 2917.

formance.

Here's One ( arr. Kaufman);
for Violin & Piano; SumerLouis Kaufman, violin; Annette

Kaufman, piano. ORION ORS- 7152. Ennanga, for Harp, Strings and

through "The ' Pierrot' Music Box."
Superb sound, if rather loud and
right, prevails, and the definition
of the plucked strings
ly good. By all means,
some of the Louisville
Not all of them are of

GRANT STILL:
Lenox AveBlues ( arr. Kaufman); Car-

its catalog offers. Still's Afro-American Symphony is undoubtedly his bestknown work, but here we have other aspects of this black American composer's
extensive output. Best of the lot on
these two discs is the very beautiful
song cycle, Songs of Separation, sung
by Miss Carlson who is supported at
the piano by Miss Akst. Five different
Negro poets supplied the texts for the
five songs.

The recorded sound here is

Why Not?
If you subscribe to our views,

why not subscribe to our magazine?

Our undercover investigator tells us that there are still thousands
of you clods out there who borrow each issue from friends, and to
you we say " Shame!" Freeloading may be very In these days, but when
a report in the Stereophile can save you from $ 10 to $ 1000 by
steering you away from junk and toward the best buys for your money, isn't it worth a measly $ 7 to help keep this worthy rag in
business? We're accepting ads from dealers, but subscriptions are
still almost our entire source of support. Without that support -and that means your support -- there will be no more Stereophiles
to borrow or to buy. So don't just sit there on your freeloading
fanny; do your bit to sustain the only hi-fi publication that is
as critical of reproduced sound as you are, if not moreso. So send
us your subscription today. There's a handy- dandy little coupon on
the next page that can be clipped out of the magazine without
taking any of our deathless prose ( except for this) with it.

Clip!

also the best of all,

although there

ini.

Besides the interesting organs re-

is either a touch of artificial reverb-

corded,

eration or the room was exceptionally

usual repertoire in what are often

live.
The Ennanga was written in 1956 and

premiere recordings.

Smythe always presents some un-

This Vista disc has the distinguished Robert Vincent, organist of St. Martin- In- the-Fields, playing his home in-

it was first performed two years later
by Miss Craft. It's pleasant listening.
The other works scattered over both

strument in an exceedingly well-done

discs suffer from harsh recorded sound
(Where in Heaven did the tapes come
from?), and there is a bit too much

recital. There are several familiar
Bach chorale preludes and the Buxtehude D Major Prelude & Fugue but after

ping-pong separation in the Danzas. Mr.

that we have some fairly unusual works.
The Stanley Trumpet Voluntary in D

Kaufman is devoted to this music, but
I'm afraid his technique at this stage

Major is one of many that this 18th-

of his career doesn't do full justice
to his 1727 Stradivarius.

century organist at London's Temple
Church composed. Vincent articulates
the tune nicely, using a solo- trumpet
stop with a not- too- unnatural "burp"
in its speech.

A few quiet thumps were heard on
side 2 of 7278, but otherwise the
pressings were ok.

WM

The Herbert Howells Sarabande disTHE ORGAN OF ST. MARTINS- IN- THEFIELDS. Organ works by BACH, BUX TEHUDE,

STANLEY,

HOWELLS,

LANG-

LAIS and SAINT- SANS. Robert Vincent, organ. VISTA VPS-1004. (Available for $2.50 plus postage from Vista
Productions, 64a Lansdowne Rd., London

plays some of the lush voices of this
romantic instrument; the pedal is
nicely balanced here. The French repertoire is represented by two of Langlais' Eight Modal Pieces ( in B and G)
and the Communion (" Hommage to Frescobaldi"), and the rare Saint-Saëns
Trois Rhapsodies Sur des Cantiques

W11 2LR, England or from British
dealers.)

Bretons, Op. 7. The piquant Modal
Pieces contrast nicely with the more
introspective Communion. In the latter,

Michael Smythe is another Englishman
devoted to producing good organ recordings. His work is represented on his
own Vista label as well as on British
RCA Victrola, the Decca group, and Gem-

some mechanical noises are audible
from the swell shades of the choir
organ, but once you've identified the
sounds they no longer detract from the

Subscription Coupon
All subscriptions are for 4 issues only,

at the following rates:

$7 in the USA or to US possessions; $ 8 ( US currency)

to Canada;

$9 to other foreign countries. Limited quantities of the back
issues dated Winter ( 4) 1971/72, Summer ( 2) 1973, and Autumn ( 3)
1973 are still available for $ 1.75 each. ( Despite the strange dating, these were all published within the past 14 months.) Also
available now ( At last!) are copies of our limited- edition reprint
of our first 12 issues.

See the ad on page 19 for details.

Is this a first-time subscription [J or a renewalD?

1-5

Name
Street
City

State_ Zip Code

I enclose $ 25 additional for the Vol. I El or Vol. II 0

reprint

or $ 50 additional for both reprints.
Mail check ormoneyorder to: Stereophile, Box 49, Elwyn, Pa. 19063

performance.

vised form by Stokowsky and the Philadelphia Orchestra during the first

The three Breton melodies as treated by Saint-Saens come off equally
well.

year of his tenure as director there.
It had then dropped from sight, even

The first in E is a rather

plaintive tune that shows off the col-

to the point of being omitted from

or stops of the organ against a soft
pedal bourdon; the second in D is a

published lists of Bruch's works,

march- like melody with the theme often

of how Twining and pianist associate

echoed by the trumpet stops;

Martin Berkofsky worked together, with
the assistance of the orchestra depart-

til Twining exhumed it.

the third

in A minor sounds like a,Christmas
carol tune!

In all cases,

Mr.

Vincent

un-

The full story

extracts as French a sound as is poss-

ment at West Chester ( Pa.) college and
its director Jacques Voois, to recon-

ible from this rather English organ

struct Bruch's original score and have

which saw its last rebuild nearly 40
years ago. This is a recital you will

the keyboards)

enjoy,

it recorded ( Twining and Berkofsky at

and the recorded sound was

by EMI in England,

and

the subsequent acrimonious dissolution
of the Twining-Berkofsky " team," would
read like a lurid novel, and I hope in

marred only by a few minor ticks and
thumps on the British RCA pressing.*WM

fact that is written some time.

BRUCH:

Concerto

& Orchestra,

for

Op.

Two

88a.

The work itself is a real crowd-

Pianos

pleaser,

Nathan

and while the pianistics are

London Symphony Orchestra, Antal Dorati, conductor.

Six

Piano

in the Big Romantic Concerto

tradition of Schumann and Tchaikovsky,

Twining & Martin Berkofsky, pianos;

fine,

the recording is one of Angel's less

Pieces,

successful recent efforts -- thin and

Op. 12; Two Piano Pieces, Op.
14. Martin Berkofsky, piano. ANGEL

wiry -- and the performance is less
exciting than some of the run-throughs

S-36997.

I heard at West Chester.

It is a rare- enough occurrence these

The piano pieces on the reverse

days for someone to turn up a long-

side struck me as being only moder-

lost minor work by some prolific com-

ately interesting, perhaps because of
rather dispassionate performances by

poser like Haydn or Brahms,

but the

discovery of a major work by a composer who wrote relatively little, in a

Mr.

Berkofsky.

Incidentally, for reasons best
known to EMI, this recording was

musical form for which he is practically unknown, is an historic event.

never released outside of the US,

Such was the case with Max Bruch's

but

better sonics would not be able to

Two- Piano concerto, which was found in
a box of otherwise- forgettable sheet

change the fact that this is not

music purchased by pianist/musicolog-

work.

ist Nathan Twining

a sister-pair of duo- pianists who had

record collector should own, but it
is more significant as an historic

been popular in the early 1900s.

First than as an addition to one's

really a definitive rendition of the

from the estate of
The

manuscript, signed in Bruch's hand,
proved to be a considerably- revised

It is something every serious

collection of memorable performances.
JGH

version of a work comissioned by the
pianists -- the Sutro sisters -- and

MOVING?

had been performed once in its re-

It is worthy of note that,

while the

British discs generally have far better recorded sound than US ones,

the

If you charme
please notify

your address,
us of the new

address ASAP;
fice will not

the Post Offforward 3rd-

surfaces on ours are usually much

class

quieter. Then there are the German
Telefunken and Dutch Philips discs

clude your OLD zip code with
your address change; we can-

which manage to spoil

mail.

things for us

not

process

by having gorgeous sound and silent

out

it.

surfaces.

Ye Ed.
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And

the

PLEASE

change

in-

with-

Quickies
Cornet

Favorites.

Gerard Schwarz,
net;

cor-

William Bolcom,

piano.

Nonesuch H-

More Victoriamericana from Nonesuch,
cornet is not extinct,

and a winner!

The

and young Gerard Schwarz ( a.

1947)

is

dazzling in this virtuosic display of performances of bandstand favorites dating from around the turn of the century.

71298.

Herbert L. Clarke, Frank Simpson, Jean Baptiste Arban, Carl
Heihne and Virgil Thomson composed the selections. The Arban
Fantaisie 8 Variations on " The Carnival of Venice"
outstanding,

(1864)

is

and Bolcom adds significantly to the perform-

ance with some fine piano playing,
cellent sleeve notes.

and also contributes ex-

My first review copy of this had snap,

crackle and pop that would make the Rice Krispies people envious,

but another copy purchased off the shelf in a store

was fine.

VIVALDI:
tos

Concer-

for Violin.

Arthur Grumiaux,
lin;

Grurniaux plays four miscellaneous concertos in E minor,
minor,

vio-

Members of the

Lots of fun here -- one side at a time.

A

G minor and E major superbly and with almost flawless

technique.

Adding to the genuine pleasure of this recording

is the magnificent playing of the Dresden musicians under

Dresden State Orches-

Negri and the beautifully balanced sound. VEB Deutsche

tra, Vittorio Negri,
cond. Philips 6500
690.

Schallplatten of East Berlin recorded these performances,
and their work has been turning up elsewhere lately. ( Also
glorious is the new Angel recording of Mendelssohn's The
First Walpurgis Night.)

Highly recommended.

WOLF: Spanisches
Liederbuch ( Selec-

Wow!

tions). Jan DeGaet-

Gaetani's approach to Lieder;

ani,

and inflexible -- or is it? We may just have grown accus -

soprano;

Kalish,

Gilbert

piano.

None-

I'm not sure I was ready for Miss DeGaetani in this

repertoire.

Schwarzkopf devotees may be shocked by Miss De

tomed to the shading,
(if you will)

such H-71296.

her voice is just too " fat"

careful coloring,

of the voice in Wolf,

None of that here!

and even a mincing

Schubert,

Brahms,

et al.

You owe it to yourself to hear this disc

at least three times before rejecting the approach.

You may

well become convinced that this is " it" after all.

I'm half-

way there.

and the

Kalish supplies fitting accompaniments,

sound and pressing were both good.

. DU

MAGE:

d'Orque;
Premier

Livre

Physicist and recording engineer David Griesinger has made

D'ANDRTEU:

at least three organ discs for small labels.

This one has

received national acclaim for Taylor's stylistically correct

Livre

and exciting readings of these staples from the French-bar-

d'Orque ( Selections) . Frank Taylor,

oque organ literature.

organ.

cal- action organ in Boston's Old West Church is especially

Elysee Editions

SD 1001,

suited to this music and has been recorded superbly.

available

from 88 Lowell Rd.,
Wellesley, Ma.

The carefully- designed Fisk mechani-

02181.

Sides

are shorter than usual " in the interest of highest possible
fidelity." Personally,

I liked Taylor better than the in-

$5.95 4- 750 handling

strument he plays here, which ( like other Fisk organs)

charge.

individual stops that lack color to my ear.

However,

has

the

ensemble sound is quite good. Organ buffs should consider
this record as required listening.

TCHAIKCVSKY:
phony
minor,

No.
Op.

Sym-

6 in

B

Abbado is not Ormandy,

so we don't expect a Philadelphia

Orchestra approach to Tchaikovsky.

But I expect a perform-

ance of this work to involve me emotionally no matter

74

("Pathétique").
Vienna Philharmonic,

who conducts it,

Claudio Abbado,

definition is lacking and the bass is muddy, and the generally- low cutting level made the surface swish on Side 1 of

DG 2530 350.

cond,

and in this recording,

until the last movement.

that didn't happen

The sound is not very good either;

my copy even less tolerable than it might have been otherwise.

With some 25 other performances of this on disc,

I'd

look elsewhere.
<
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tr‘.'

the best I can do is be as consistent as
possible so that I can help you decide
whether or not to get something.

There is

a lot of very expensive equipment being

Editor's Prefatory Note:

sold to younger people whose musical interests are not classical,

Okay people, you asked for it and here it
is; an honest- to-God rock reviewer who is
both literate and competent.
stuff,

Read his

common interests in Rock.

try some of his recommendations,

The catch is that

my opinion of this is based on the dozen-

and let us know your reaction.
Paul K.,

and a large propor-

tion of those members of this group who
are familiar with Stereophile seem to have

or- so readers of this publication who I

who introduces himself below,

know personally,

may be reached for the conveyance of
plaudits or brickbats or suggestions by
writing to him care of Stereophile, at

and the magazine's weird

publishing schedule hardly allows me to report on the pick- hit of the fifty albums
released this month.

our usual address.

I can't afford to com-

pete in either time or money with the numer-

So write!

ous publications devoted to Rock music,

but

I am honored to be asked to review Rock

on the other hand,

recordings

ers in Rolling Stone have attempted to give

for Stereophile,

but I admit to

how many of the review-

you an idea of what their preferences are?

some feelings of trepidation, too. There
are problems in reviewing rock music that

And do you really trust someone who tells
you that the ultimate system is a quadri-

are unique to it, although they were foreshadowed in the jazz field. There is the

phonic one based on four Infinity SS-ls,

usual fear of panning a record that was too
subtle for the reviewer, or of allowing a

and commodes and

momentary surge of enthusiasm to be mis-

range units?

taken for artistry on a record,

including three redundant bass amplifiers

I should also point out that mass appeal

which

shoots the reviewer's credibility.

four extra tweeter/mid-

is rarely an accurate index of artistic

And,

as anyone who has read articles on the sub-

worth,

ject in Rolling Stone or even Time must

row region in a wide spectrum.

know,

preferences overlap those of my wife,

there is an inextricable link between

the music,

the performers,

and my own tastes cover a fairly narMy musical

the audience,

and drugs.
Some naive DJs thought that the song
"Along Comes Mary" ( performed by the Assoc-

shows its folk roots quite clearly.

iation) was a nice,

worthwhile.

about a girl.
to the words

but

mine leans toward " harder" rock while hers
And there

are huge areas in this spectrum that neither
of us is familiar with,

catchy little song

Anyone who listened closely

yet are very much

So get out that album that pinned you to
the wall but didn't make the top forty,

formed by that incredible con-

centration of tongue- twisting syllables
knows differently. I don't want to go down

let me know about it.
suggest it,

in history as the reviewer who inadver-

do what

and

If enough of you

or it rings a bell,

then I'll

I can to spread the word.

tently got the Stereophile enmeshed in
this kind of thing.

Editor's

How many reviewers

Addendum As long as Hr. K calls

caught on to the fact that some ungainly

the shots as he sees them,

phrases on some of the most- frequentlyplayed Beatles records would make more

a damn whether he does or does not happen

sense,
ferent,

we don't give

to perceive the fact that some rock group
has cleverly concealed their advocacy of

while saying something entirely dif-

sodomy, sedition or cocaine. That is
their business, and has no bearing on

when played backwards?

Several rock groups use their music to
convey their opinions on current events,

whether or not their music is any good.

which can limit the durability of their

Neither should a critic be expected to di-

music, as well as offend some people who
consider music as something more valuable

vine whether a new release is going to be-

than a political soapbox.

come a top- 40 hit or a durable classic,
although every reviewer likes to score

The Rock I love

little triumphs like that.

is the Rock that is made of music. It is
intense and it is beautiful, and it is usu-

All

we ask,

though, is that Paul K. steer you to
some enjoyable, well- recorded music that

ally created by someone who has matured

you might otherwise have overlooked amidst

beyond sensational lyrics ( The listening
public is, after all, practically unshockable by now.) and doesn't have to prove to

the flood of dross that passes as " pop"
music.

JGH

the crowd how neat he is by making blatant
references to what brand he's doing.
There is a tremendous range of music

Emerson4LaimummdPideners Brain Salad
Surgery. Manticore MS 66669 0598.

going around as " Rock," with my own tastes
representing but a small segment of it.

So

For a long time there,
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it seemed like any-

one who walked into a good hi-fi shop and
used the word " Rock" and/or " bass" had a
better- than- even chance of being " Lucky
Man"ed until his ears bled. I'm choosing
this one as my favorite currently-popular
Rock offering partly because I've had it
long enough to get over the first,
tory,

blush of enjoyment,

transi-

and mainly be-

cause most of the people I run into who have
high-quality systems rate this group as one
of the best. And EL&P come out with some
very high-quality discs, making them the
system demo group.

I know of several ex-

pensive speaker systems that have been listed KIA as a result of several- hundred-watt
amps and SUP.
Because of their wide popularity and exposure ( they are known as super- creeps and
classical rip-offs in the audio tabloids,
which can only enhance their image in the
eyes of their fans), it would seem that I
had chosen something that most people would
go along with.

Not so.

This particular album

has been criticized for sounding " thin" and
for " not evolving beyond" their previous
stuff. Sorry, but you've been warned about
painted ladies and Japanese speakers with
hand- carved grilles.

Rock has always been

linked to a primitive,

driving beat;

a

rabid Pink Floyd fans out there know,

that

there is no way I'm going to be able to
single out any one album by them as their
best. I can only say that I consider Ummaguano at least twice as good as any other
single album by them,

for the simple reason

that it contains two discs.

Recorded in

June 1969, these discs -- one of them live
-- differ more in the quality of the recording than in professionalism of performance.
There is something that drives groups
into attempting to fuse Rock with the
Classics,

something that invariably sounds

like those commercials that go " If Mozart
were alive today,

he'd probably be record-

ing something like this..."

followed by one

of the composer/victim's " big hits" being
played on electric kazoo.
doesn't do this,

Pink Floyd

yet there is something in

the texture of their music that I suspect
would be highly palatable to a generation
that has acquired the impression that all
rock is of the luv - ya - baby-done-shot-yadown school.
The word " genius" has been bandied about
quite a bit lately,

particularly in refer-

ence to David Bowie and Mott the Hoople,

which leaves me feeling that June 1969
cliche that would obscure the structure here .should be five years in the future, rather
than in the past.

There is an existentialist nobility in the
lyrics that offsets some unwieldiness. If
you enjoyed " 2001" try " 3rd Impression."
Recording quality is very good,

although

there is some obtrusive tape hiss on heavily
overdubbed portions,
steeliness.

The AppletreeTbeatre:

and some recorded- in
P.K.

Time and poor treatment makes it hard
for me to guess how good the recording
quality was on my pressing of this,

but I

suspect it was better than average. They
must have had machine guns trained on the
audience to get them this quiet,

although

the studio disc is still an improvement
Playback. Verve/

0,er the recorded- live one.

Forecast FTS-3042.

Gordonlighttpets

Try the 49e bin at your local department
store.

Mind, or

This is a very mellow album that

passed like a breeze through lands later
bulldozed by Firesign Theatre. The nonrock format of this record treats day-today living ( or dying,
prefer to call it)

as the cynical may

with a sensitivity and

Sit

If

Down

You Could
Young

(Depending on whether you read the front
cover or the album spine.) Reprise RS- 6392.
I'm not sure this is Lightfoot's best album.
In fact, I'm not even sure this is Rock.
I've always heard that Rock is the modern,

subtlety that guaranteed commercial dis-

electrified fusion of Jazz,

aster.

Folk,

All of my copies ( I used to give

Read My

Stranger.

C&W,

Soul and

usually performed at threshold-of-pain

these away before I depleted the local

levels by a phenomenon known as a Group.

supply)

Yet Lightfoot not only exists at that seamy

have been very clean,

and the S/N

is remarkable for a pre- Dolby rock recording,

although the sound is sometimes

brittle.

Pink Flay&

Ummagununa.

end of the AM dial reserved for the top
forty,

P.K.

he has even been cropping up a couple

of times a year on late- night FM.

Capitol/EMI STEM-

And be

composes most of the songs he records, another characteristic of Rock, C&W and Soul

388.

(JazzandFolk stations are rare).

A friend of mine once summed up this group

to set his stuff apart from popular music
(or Muzak), which seems to be more a matter

as being " out to kill."

I know,

and any

of having a " personality" sing some favorite
that everyone can stay awake to,

"This was on an untitled EL&P album,

That tends

Co

filling the

gaps between the weather reports and the news

tillion SD- 9040.

Pg.
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Manufacturers' Comments
On Equipment Reports
In This Issue

3000% on sharp warps.
doesn't.

If you want unarguable figures:
With the Shure V- 15- III and hardware
weighing ( in total)

Transcriptors Vestigial

8 grams,

mounted

in the latest SME 9- inch arm,
figures are as follows:

To put forward to your readers a doctrine of low- compliance cartridges in

inertial

8,780 grm cm 2 in all planes

the required high- mass tone arms is

4,500 grm cm 2 in one degree of the

offering advice that a technology 20
years out of date should be

The Vestigal

horizontal.

followed.

I am not able to argue at such a level,
as such thinking indicates only an
utter lack of knowledge on this subject.

Mounted in the Vestigal:
120 grm cm 2 in the vertical.

Whilst in no way would I fault lack of

By the invariable laws of physics, the
Vestigal requires half the force in

knowledge,

the horizontal,

I do fault unqualified

jour-

nalists writing about highly complex
subjects such as tone arms,

reality their vocation is that of a
greengrocer,

garbage worker or whatever.

Contrary to your comments,

no other

the vertical,

but there the resem-

Your theories on resonances are
positively obscene!

so as to lower the inertia in the veras the iner-

tia of a beam device increases as the
Hence the Vesgravity- neut-

Let me say that,

as the designer of all transcriptors

tical while disastrously raising the

tigal is an unbalanced,

The dramatic decrease in

decrease in inertia on the Vestigal.

ticulate in the vertical was designed

SQUARE of the distance.

Japanese mono-

wear factors is brought about by the

Any other arm ever to ar-

inertia in the horizontal,

and the SME is the lightest con-

of the SME.

London Bridge articulates in

blance ends.

SME,

ventional arm we know!

liths sometimes have twice the inertia

arm has ever remotely resembled the
Vestigal.

and one seventy-third

in the vertical, to shove it around
during play than is the case with the

when in

products,

I have had much experience

in the field of resonance,
than any journalist,

vastly more

evén those belong-

ing to responsible publishing houses,
so perhaps I am in a position to point

ralized device having low inertia in

out the unutterable rubbish you write.

all planes, and such drastically lowered actual masses that infinite- ratio

arm resonances.

pivoting ( jewelled pivots)

can for the

first time be used on a tone arm.

You state there are two two toneIn fact,

resonances en-

countered in tone arms are greatly in

This

excess of two,

and very little indeed

will be quite beyond your understanding, as I note you avoid any discuss-

is known about these resonances.

ion of inertia,

there to be a system resonance of between 7 and 17 Hz if the compliant

You would be correct in stating

the vastly most impor-

tant design parameter of any disc-playing device.
Take a one- gram weight,
the tip of one finger,
around,

place it on

move that weight

and you won't be able to feel

it at all.

damped spring and,

Now set any conventional

arm at 1 gram tracking force, place the
stylus on the tip of the finger, and
lift it up,

and with most arms it will

This is inertia,

the destroyer,

Tracking pressure,

which,

like an automobile

without shock absorbers,

gerously resonant,

is dan-

with shocks it has

NO resonant frequency whatever.
The plastic or neoprene compliant

feel as if you are lifting 10 grams.
wear factor!

component on the stylus was an undamped spring. It isn't, and in no way behaves as such. In fact it behaves as a

component cannot resonate as you suggest; it is too highly damped.
Now, what is that desperately awk-

the
which

you maintain and clearly state to be

ward resonance which you have failed

the wear factor is of very minor significance in comparison with inertia.

to mention, the biggest bugbear of all
tone arms? FEEDBACK, which on conven-

Neither do you point out that a con-

tional tonearms occurs between 40 and

ventional arm set to trace at 1 gram

90 Hz and creates the well-known howl

will vary its tracing pressure by

through the speakers. That is your system resonance, and in a conventional

1000% on a flattish disc and up to
37

arm it is right bang smack in the middle of the large air-moving frequencies
which can excite it.

On the Vestigal,

if you can get it to feed back at all,
it doesn't howl,
above.

it sings at 160 Hz or

Reporter,

I am rather more

humble than your reporter,

there is no such thing as

effective mass at all;
In fact,

you can only mean

inertia,

and that can't be expressed
It requires grams to over-

come the inertia of the arm, and that

as I don't

is not overcome until movement has tak-

know why arms should feed back where

en place,

and neither does anyone else

so this can only be express-

ed in gram - centimeters- squared ( g am 2 ).

because too little work has been done

Your formula now reads:

on the subject. Engineers think they
know what causes feedback, though

f,-

there is still much argument about
that!

you must mean

inertia.
in grams.

As an engineer,

they do,

"total effective mass in grams." But Mr.

They know partially how to

1
2n14,500x50x10 -6

And that's still without that tracking-

alleviate it, but they know NOTHING of
what occurs during feedback. For in-

weight figure which must go in some-

stance, with a special stylus supplied
to us by ADC, with a compliance of

where. It's your formula,
place to put it!

130x10 -6 cm/dyne,

It's a load of rubbish,
Reporter?

the system resonance

in the vertical can be counted as be-

you find a
isn't it,

Mr.

David Gammon

ing 5 Hz, and we think it is about 2
Hz horizontally. It is difficult to

Transcriptors

excite it at any frequency except 90
Hz.

Don't ask me why;

perhaps only

REVIEWER'S

high-speed photography would tell us
what resonates in sympathy with what,
but certainly since this is the frequency at which excitation occurs,
MUST be the system resonance.

ertia) as much as possible, and that in
this respect the Vestigial arm represents a substantial advance in the state
of the phono art.

fr = Resonance
where

M = Effective mass

No need to calculate further than your

But the fact remains that,

maintaining that the compliant comspring. ( It doesn't,

high ( as it is in the KLM) in order to
place the resonance of the system at the
optimum frequency ( or frequencies when
vertical and lateral mass are different).

You are of course

as of Decem-

ber 1974, there are only about 2 pickups in existence whose compliance is

ponent is acting as an undamped metal
way!)

It is also true of

course that the compliance must be very

C = Compliance

very first line.

we admit

by reducing total system mass ( or in-

take your very first so-called formula
(And your figures):
1

Okay,

There is no doubt but that tracking
cleanness and record life are enhanced

it

Let's take a look at your math! And
we don't need to look far either; just

f r

ADDENDUM:

it. We probably were guilty of oldthink
in our reaction to the Vestigial arm.

but have it your

high enough and whose mass ( total mass,

As any spring will only resonate

not stylus mass)

at a given frequency with a given

is low enough to take

weight -- your formula is incomplete

full advantage of what an arm like this
has to offer, and both of them leave
much to be desired in terms of some

and meaningless until you introduce a

other important ( to us)

weight --

in other words,

varying with

figure for tracking weight,

as the res-

onance will vary with the tracking
weight chosen ( in the vertical).
As this is so,
tem resonances,

not have the requisite compliance or

don't we? One varying

lightness to perform at their best in
the Vestigial arm under most conditions

the other not varying in the

horizontal.

(we mentioned the qualifications in the

I won't pursue the matter;

to do so would require volumes;

report),

there

are probably hundreds of resonances involved.
Now let's see about M.

aspects of per-

such as transparency and de-

tail. Other cartridges, which are considerably better in these respects, do

we now have two sys-

with tracking weight in the vertical
mode,

formance,

You say
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and are thus best used with

other arms.

The sound will be markedly

better, and record wear will not be
that much worse to offset the sonic advantages unless you value disc life

above all other considerations.
As for the remaining comments by Mr.
Gammon which are worthy of reply, we

ing of what American texts call moment
of inertia. Since we are indeed dealing
here with motion about an axis, it woula

will consider them in order:
Mr. Gammon is entitled ( and right-

seem logical to use that term in our
resonance formula. The only problem is,

fully) to feel that his design is
better than any previous verticallyarticulated designs, but that does not

the formula doesn't work then. We would
appreciate hearing from anyone who can

change the fact that there have been
such arms many years in the past.
Whether or not they " remotely resemble"
his is a matter of opinion.
Mr. Gammon is correct in stating
"infinite- ratio-pivoting" is beyond our
understanding. We are in fact still looking for anyone who can explain to us
what it is,

since Mr. Gammon did not

attempt to do so, and no physicist we
have consulted has ever heard of it.
Although Mr.

Gammon chose not to com-

explain why.
As for our obscene resonance theories,
we too have racked up a respectable
number of years of experience in such
matters, and have found that regardless
of any criticisms that can be leveled
at our arguable computations, they still
yield results which correspond closely
to those obtained from measurements. And
as far as we're concerned, that is the
ultimate test of any computation.
We did not state that there are two

ment on our worry about the fragility

tone- arm resonances. We stated, correctly, that there are two fundamental reso-

of the lateral pivots, some subsequent
investigations on our part suggested
that that problem does not really

nances in every pickup system, one at
the low end, the other at the high end.
Damping a resonance produces a damped

exist.

resonance;
resonance.

The bearings can be broken by

physical shock,

as by dropping the arm

before it is installed, but excessive
lifting of the platform after installation only bends the arm tube. If it
isn't kinked it can be easily straightened and no harm will have been done.
Without considering such matters as
the change in stylus/groove contact
area with change in tracking force, a
pressure variation of 1000% would
approximate a force variation of about
1/3 gram, which seems likely if a bit on

it does not eliminate the
In order to eliminate the

resonance, damping must approach infinity, which is another way of saying it
must eliminate the compliance component
of the system. This is hardly the answer
for a phono cartridge.
Since the frequency at which acoustic
feedback begins to set in depends on the
frequency response of the speakers, the
standing-wave patterns in the room, the
resonant frequency of the room floor
(or,

sometimes, wall),

the vibrational

the high side. But it is specious arguing to attribute record wear to inertia
rather than to tracking force ( or press-

period of the turntable suspension and
the natural resonance of the tone- arm-

ure,

onance of the pickup system,

if you'd rather), when it is iner-

mounting board as well as the bass resit strikes

tia which causes the variations in track- us as being very peculiar at the least
that an engineer with Mr. Gammon's exing force.
There may be a couple of semantic
problems here, too. Despite our suggestion that "Vestigal" might best be
spelled with an " i," Mr. Gammon used
his own spelling throughout his letter,
which leads us to suspect that it may
be an accepted spelling in Ireland

perience would seem to equate it solely
with the tone- arm resonance. Perhaps
that explains the humbleness.
It appears that Mr. Gammon is confused about the weight component in
resonant systems. In the classic reson-

be something entirely different from

ance figure -- a weight suspended by
a spring -- the weight is the mass component of the system. ( It has weight
simply because weight is defined as

mass, whereas all of the reference
texts we have on hand define inertia
as the characteristic of resisting

the effect of gravity on mass.) In the
case of a pickup system, we must deal
with mass (because weight is vertical

change in direction or velocity, and
mass as the measure of inertia. The
units shown below for the " unarguable
figures" would suggest that he is speak-

only and is subject to counterbalancing

(His coutry of origin). Then again, Mr.
Gammon obviously considers inertia to

by a counterweight at the rear of the
arm). Tracking "weight" affects the
situation only insofar as it compress39

es the spring ( the stylus suspension)

only two internal adjustments ( for DC

and thus shifts the center-point for
spring movement in response to change
of applied force ( from the groove modu-

can be established with almost any
DC voltmeter.

bias),

and settings are uncritical and

Third, we do not consider the Paoli

lations). Compliance will change only
as a result of nonlinearity in the suspension system, and the change is

60M to be a "modified Dyna Mark III."
The Mark III kit has merely been used

slight enough that it has negligible

as a convenient source of components.

effect on the resonance computation.
If the pickup compliance under normal

The 60M uses unique proprietary circuitry which does not- use all of the

tracking- force conditions is substanti-

Dyna kit components and requires a
large number of additional parts.

ally different from that under no-load
conditions, the loaded figure should

Finally, since we think that hearing is believing, we have selected a
limited number of top- line audio deal-

be cited by the manufacturer as the
compliance of that pickup. And that
value should be used as C in the resonance computation.
Finally, Mr. Gammon's contention

ers to carry the Paoli 60M amplifier.
We will of course continue to sell
directly to any perfectionists who do
not have access to those dealers.

that an object must be moved in order
to have mass is patently absurd. And
we are still waiting for an explanation of where that 180-Hz system resonance came from.
perhaps?

Eugene L. Coggins
Paoli High Fidelity

Acoustic feedback,

Consultants

Pool i601101

ROC K (f
rom page 36)

A few additional comments might be of
interest to your readers. First, with
regards to reliability of the Paoli
60M,

it is worth noting that proto-

types have been field-tested since
mid- 1973 with no reported failures to
date. Furthermore, all our amplifiers
are sold with a 3- year parts ( except
tubes) and labor warranty.
Second, we feel obliged to point
out that, despite all the promise that
transistors have offered for ultimate

of the weekend's disasters on Monday morning.
Oh well, maybe it's just good rock, which
somehow manages to be enjoyable to musical
people who profess a distaste for rock.
He's durable, too. He's been around a
long time, and he's done it without snapping
his fingers through "The Fool On the Hill"
on the Carson show. This is a gentle rock
album by an artist, with excellent s/n
and over-all sound.

dependability, the hard fact of the
matter is that solid-state components
have not proven to be significantly

litelemilFacess

more dependable than good tubed components. And when a tubed component

Aside from the obvious gimmick, this album
came in a round jacket with a proclivity
for warpage, although according to several
dealers, the company later changed to
square jackets. There is enough surface
noise on.my copy to suggest recycled
Brillo pads, so why don't I just shoot it
and forget about it? Because I love it
anyway. Small Faces later dropped the
"Small" and became almost an instrumental
Supremas to Rod Stewart/Ross. We like Rod
Stewart, but we liked Small Faces better.
Side 1 of this disc contains the most intense basic English Rock I've ever heard.
"Afterglow" does, and " Song of a Baker" is
what I consider definitive of this type of
music. Side 2 is a continuous story of
Happiness Stan in his search for the dark
side of the moon, which may sound familiar.
PK

does break down for some reason, the
defect usually remains localized instead of wiping out an entire channel
of parts, and is repairable by any
competent audio serviceman instead of
having to be shipped back to the factory or a factory- authorized repair
station. Every Paoli 60M is supplied
with an instruction manual which lists,
among other things, a variety of readily- available and inexpensive replacement tubes. Matched output tubes are
not needed. /n fact, the owner has a
choice of two different types of output tubes that can be used without sacrificing performance.

Brightest Selection

Ogden's Special Nut Gone Celebrated
Flake Tobacco, Immediate 212 52008.

The amplifier has
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Citation. Crown. Dahlquist.
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Revox. SAE. Sequii:kr
Tandberg. Technics.
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You know these names. Not aclunker among them. They are the state of the
art in audio.They have achieved akind of perfection— so much so that only
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to distinguish between many of them. We provide the surroundings. You
provide the listening. Our State of the Art Room is aunique acoustical
environment, designed or the critical evaluation of top- rank components.
You'll find it's an experience.
Systems from $425 to $ 10,000.
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On Tape ( from page 26)

ers) was enthusiastic,

richness than toward
excessive hardness or " rawness." On

ward excessive

although there

was not a single comment about the recorded sound. The clods!

the other hand, if we had had our FMI
1400 mikes then, we would probably
have chosen them over the C- 37s as

(Next issue: Some uniquely useful

tips

on dubbing from discs to tape -- a

the general-pickup mikes, as their

topic that has been covered frequently
but not very imaginatively in other
audio publications.)

omnidirectional pickup pattern would
have vastly simplified the job of
hanging the mikes (we could have dispensed with the wooden poles) and
would have gotten more hall ambience.
Oh well, maybe we'll get another
crack at Mandell theater some time

keynotes (from page 22)

and will have a chance to try the FMIs
there. Meanwhile, we had to consider

audio- acoustics, proposed 2 per cent as
a standard reference for distortion. He

the Sony-made tapes as very successful
nonetheless.

stated that all indications are that a
person is not able to detect any form of

The Revox/Braun recorder comparisons were interesting, too. Not surprisingly, the Revox did rather better on the symphonic parts of the
program merely because it was running

audible distortion on music or speech
signals below the 2 per cent level. He
would fix distortion at a 2 per cent
level and have the manufacturer disclose
the bandwidth over which he can achieve
his stated power with that distortion.
. . Dr. Bose . . . asserted that there
are no audible benefits below 2 per cent.
However, Mr. Bose's view was disputed by
Mr. Rottner of Marantz who insisted that
there are audible benefits to be derived
from distortion of 2 percent or less. In

at 15 ips while the Braun ran at 74
through the entire concert. The Revox's sound was airier and had a
shade more detail, while the Braun
was ( by comparison) somewhat hard but
no less lucid. In the chamber works,
where both machines ran at 74 ips,

Mr.

the Braun was clearly more transparent- sounding than the Revox, but it
also added a distinctly hard, .almost
steely edge to the violin and voice,
while the Revox was judged to be more
natural- sounding but, again by comparison, noticeably veiled and dry.
Neither, then, was a clear-cut win-

FEDERAL REGISTER,
3, 1974.

39, No.

87 - May

abandonment of the horn and the diaphragm
and the adoption of a large parchment co
cone that serves as the diaphragm and
sound projector combined. To the apex of

was even harder to thread than the
Revox ( Quite an accomplishment!), it
was limited to 7- inch reel capacity,
it was ridiculously difficult to pick

the parchment cone is anchored a rod
leading to an armature actuated by the
usual solenoids or electromagnets. . ."
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN - Nov., 1924/Nov.,
1974.

up once laid on a table ( No handles,
and nothing to grip), and our sample
had a tendency to spill tape when go-

The reader has undoubtedly observed by
now the flexible format of this column.
It is hoped that both the content and

ing from fast- shuttle modes to Stop.
We still prefer the Revox.
A single copy of the original tape
was dubbed, backwards ( to improve transient response, for reasons we won't

giving the impression of an actual,
live program, and what little listener
response was elicited ( Delius is not,
after all, the most popular of compos-

Vol.

"It appears that the solution of the loudspeaker acoustic problem lies in the

ner On sonics, but the Braun was judged a bit less of a joy to use. It

go into now) to produce the broadcast
tape, and it was aired without interruption except at the program break,

Rottner's opinion, we have not

achieved that point beyond which the human'ear can no longer detect an improvement."

style will promote an exchange of ideas
among the readers --- manufacturers,
dealers and owners alike.
In these days of rising prices, it is
a pleasure to be able to close with a
plug for a real bargain.

The Altec folks

put together a record sometime ago that is
worth hearing. Entitled " ODYSSY," the
disc consists entirely of cuts from
various albums from the ASM label ( including Rick Wakeman, Rita Coolidge,
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HAVE YOU VISITED Lyric High
Fidelity's Listening Room? If not you
should come and discover what choosing
audio equipment ought to be like.
You never are rushed or pressured ...
and never treated as a "second class
citizen" because you may not be ready to
make adecision about avery-expensive
item of equipment ...

the woalds Finest
audio instauments
as paesented in
lyRics paivate
tisteninq ROOM:
the consummate
state of the ait

... but you will be treated with
courtesy by audio people who, themselves
are audio engineers. We will never sell
you apoor quality component at
"a fantastic bargain price" because we do
not carry that kind of equipment.
We conduct our own laboratory tests on
new equipment — and we must like it
before we'll carry or recommend it. Nor do
we lose interest in you after the sale.
We'll continue to help you with your
audio instrumentation long after you own
it. Just give us acall if you have a
problem.
A case in point: the audio instruments
made by these firms, whose all-consuming
desire is to achieve the consummate state
of the art; Audio Research. Mark
Levinson. Sequerra. I.M.F. Dahlquist.
Crown. Supex. Nakamichi, Decca. B&O.
J.B.L. S.A.E. E.S.S. Bozak. Quad.
Magneplanar. And afew others.
Taken as individual components, these
instruments represent the quintessence
of engineering and craftsmanship. But it
is only when you hear them in relation
to each other that you really can
appreciate them. That is why we made the
Lyric Listening Room especially for
them ... and why ourlistening Room is
avery special place.
We invite you to come and experience
these masterpiece components. Listening
Room hours are 10 A.M. to 6P.M.,
Monday through Saturday.

•

STEREO HIGH

FIDELITY

LISTENING

ROOM

1221 Lexington Avenue at 83rd Street • LE 5-5710
Stereo & Quad Components/Custom Installation/Service

Paul Williams, Quincy Jones and others).
The record was stamped on pure vinyl,
which probably accounts for its quiet
surfaces, and several people have commented that the cuts on Altec's record
are audibly superior in sound to the
original albums. So if you would like a
tasteful sampling of some popular fare
and are willing to part with only one
dollar, see your Altec dealer. If he is
out of them, send a $ 1.25 (which includes
postage) to 1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif. 92803. I have been informed
that they still have a plentiful supply
left. By the way, this might make a fine
gift for a friend you might have forgotten during the holiday season.

Letters

Let's have more just like it. There's
just too much equipment coming out for
you to cover in a year at the rate of
two or three long reports per issue,
and although your worthy (!) competitor
does much better than you on quantity
per issue,

I still find that I agree

with your evaluations more often than
theirs. So keep up the good work, and
let's have more " Quickies."
W. W.

Jamieson

San Rafael,

Ca.

As the above suggests, reader reaction
to our last issue was mixed, but the
majority of you who wrote to us at all
seemed to favor the increased coverage

seen any record company so honestly re-

over the in-depth approach. So, we will
continue doing what we've been doing in
the past: running two or three in-depth

evaluate one of its records, let alone
decide to remaster it! This is expensive for you, and we at the Stereophile

reports per issue and covering the rest
of the new stuff in " Quickies."
And please note, the revised "Recom-

congratulate you for being willing to

mended Components" section is in this
issue.

(From Page 3)

improve your product for the sake of an
outstanding performance and good sound.
William Marsh

I should have written to you long

Music Editor

ago about this,

but it would appear

that the 3-dB boost in the 40- 50- Hz

Rho!
Aha!

region that you reported in your review
of the Revox A- 77-11I is the result of

I think I have caught on to

the significance of the changing

a playback preamplifier adjusted for
the IEC ( formerly called CCIR) low- fre-

colors across the front covers of
your last four issues.
Red is a " hot" color, for Summer;
green is the color of leaves in
Spring;

quency characteristic. This would explain why the A- 77's over-all record/
play response is flat to 25 Hz while
the response has a bass rise when re-

orange is leaf color in Au-

tumn, and b/ue is for the cold Winter. Am I right?

producing NAB- equalized tapes.
Robert K. LeBeck. Jr.
Mountain View, Ca. 94040

Dennis Shane
Scarsdale, N. Y.

Nice try, but we don't think that's
the answer. Diagrams 5 and 8 in the
A-77 service manual show the proper

Clever fellow!

Pros and Cons
Your last issue was the worst one

equalization for the NAB curve, and we

you've ever turned out. Where were the
famous Stereophile in-depth equipment
reports, the "Baffle Board" Q&A department,

Revox Equalization

verified the fact that the record and
play boards in the A- 77s we tested did
in fact have on them the same circuits
and values as are shown in the manual.

the " Recommended Components" that

you promised us last time? Come on,

get

We are still looking for an explanation.

on the stick!

Premature Testing

Harold Chotov
Pittsburgh, Pa.
The last issue was great,

Some years ago, you printed a letter
asking why you never published reports
on products until they had been out for
a year or so, and you explained that
there was little point in testing stuff
when it first came out because the ini-

great,

GREAT! You covered more equipment, and
more news of interest to perfectionists
like me than in any previous issue.
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tial production of any component is

Tin-Eared Americans")

not usually representative of what it
ultimately becomes after it has been

more than 10 years I've suffered awful
sound on such a high percentage of domestic discs I bought that I was

manufactured for a while.
That seemed to me to make sense,

and

beginning to wonder if the trouble wasn't me, for expecting too much from

I have saved myself from a couple of
costly buying mistakes by waiting for
your reports on things,

discs. On occasion, I've written to
such magazines as High Fidelity, tell-

even when I had

to wait for over a year.

Now,

meant to me. For

I am sur-

ing them that,

in my opinion,

the old

prised and a little taken aback to see
that you are not only testing stuff as

Westminster Lab 7000- series discs, released from 1954 to 1959, were by and

soon as it gets into production, you
are even testing stuff that isn't even
in production yet ( the Dyna PAT- 5, for
example).

large incredibly realistic, and they
were mono. I never received a reply,
and after reading your words on the
subject,
didn't.

Why the about-face?
Tom Shipley, Jr.
Hartford,

One of my big complaints about many

Conn.

records is that there is no sense of
reserve power on them; the Westminster
Lab mono discs had that quality to a

Because, no matter how much sense our
previous policy made, most of our readers didn't like it, and we know a
groundswell when we see it as well as

marked degree. Most modern discs sound
to me ( when played on a top system) as
though the record is giving its all -as though, if greater demands were made

anyone else.
We will however keep our readers
posted on the changes that are being
made in recently- introduced models, and

on it, it would break into distortion,
with fuzzy middles, limited extremehighs, a sad lack of real bass,
ally " squashed" sound.

the problems (if any, which there usually are) that buyers are having with
them. But for those readers who don't

on which specific record labels you have
found to be consistently good, and what
qualities in recorded sound that you

advertisements, we still advise waiting on a purchase until we can offer
them some assurance that the version we
test will be the same as the one they
would buy in a store.

deem important.

zine. It reminds me again of just how
valuable the Stereophile is to me.

You have no idea how much your editorial in the Autumn/Winter issue (" The

WORKSHOP
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David Milor
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Mark Levinson
Quintessence
Ampzilla
Radford
Pioneer
Quatre
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BERKELEY

Your article was so

satisfying to me because I was able to
see, in print, statements of things I
have found to be sadly true, but have
gone too- long unmentioned in any maga-

Tin Ears

.70"

a gener-

I'd be interested, when you get the
chance, in seeing some sort of report

have a compulsion to rush out and buy
every new product that is fanfared in

STEREO

I am not too surprised that I

stereo components
for the
DISCRIMINATING
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Stax
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Revox
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12-6 Sat

We thank
for
his

Mr. Milor
appreci-

ative letter, but
were shocked to note
that out of our total readership of
around 20,000, only
five of you even
bothered to respond
to that editorial.
We are forced to
wonder
just
what
kind of people are
reading Stereophile
these days. People
who can spend $5000

Transcriptors Vestigal
Audio Research
Magneplanar

THE
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Engineers,

Dayton-Wright

Inventors,
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HAND-PICKED PREMIUM cartridges, turntables, microphones
PRECISION ALIGNMENT of tape recorders and tuners
for minimum IM/phase distortion
CUSTOMIZATION, ASSEMBLY, ADJUSTMENT of phono systems
for maximum fidelity and minimum record wear
LISTENING ROOM design, acoustical treatment,
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CALIBRATED environmental equalization 5 ± 1dB AT YOUR EARS
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FACSIMILE REPRODUCTION Lives ONLY at
MUSIC & SOUND LTD.
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1
Old York Rd., Willow Grove, Pa. 19090
(215) 659-9251

Authorized In/Out Warranty Service Laboratories

for a reproducing system without giving
two hoots in Hell what quality of sound
they feed into it? We hope not, but we
wonder...

phono, but since the PAT- 4's tone controls are supposed to be out of circuit
at their center settings, I cannot
understand why bypassing them could
possibly improve anything.
elucidate?

Studio Mod
On the strength of your review of
the IMF Studio speakers I auditioned a
pair,

liked them,

John Seller
East Orange,

and bought them ( III-

As). A while ago, IMF sent me a modification for the mid range: steel strips
that are to be inserted in air- core
chokes in the crossover network.

I

imagine you have heard the results of
this modification and would be interested in knowing your reaction to it.
It seems to increase mid- range output -- enough so as to markedly change
the sound of the speaker, and I can't
decide whether I like it or not.

Normally,

N.J.

the PAT- 4's tone controls are

actually out-of-circuit when the controls are set dead-center, but the only
way of ensuring that the center setting
of the control knobs coincides with the
electrical center of the controls is by
feeding a square wave through the preamp
and adjusting each control for flattest
over-all response before putting the
knob pointers vertical and tightening
their set screws. The bypass modifica-

Joseph P. Fell
Lewisburg,

Can you

tion just accomplishes the same thing
without the fudging.

Pa.

We did not have a Studio IIIa to try
out the modification on but we did do
it to our Studio Mas. The effect, to
us, was the addition of a somewhat
snarly quality which we found less than
pleasant. We have not heard the result
of the modification on lilas, but since
we liked the lilas even more than the
lias, the way the IIIas were before the
modification, we are not at all certain
we'd like the effect of it in them
either.

ARC/Stereo 70 Mod
I have heard that Audio Research has
available quite an impressive modification for the Dyna Stereo 70 power amplifier. Do you know anything about the
nature of this?
Porter Dawes

Miscellany
Rumors
They're flying again, so we'll do
our duty and lay them to rest as
briefly as possible:
e RTR is not discontinuing the ESR6 tweeter.
• Audio Research is not going out
of business.
e Stereophile is not commercially
involved with Paoli, FMI or Music &
Sound, Ltd.
• Dynaco is not going out of business; they are restructuring their
dealer setup.
• Koss is finally coming out with
a full- range electrostatic speaker
system.

Roanoke, Va.
Impressive it is, but we'd hardly call

• Dynaco is having a few problems
with early-production Stereo 400s -factory-wired ones only. The kits are

it a "modification," as the only thing

that's used from the original Stereo
70 is the output transformers. Actually, a bit of a mess to build ( the instrucAudio Research has never to our knowtions are maddening in some ways) but
ledge made the modification available,
seem consistently dependable.
which makes the whole question pretty
• There are audible sample- to- sammuch academic, doesn't it?
ple differences among Audio Research

PAT- 4 Mod

SP-3As, and possibly even among current SP- 3A- Is.

I tried your suggested modifications for the Dyna PAT-4, and by God,

e The current darling of perfectionists is another moving- coil pick-

they did improve the sound, noticeably.
I can understand why the capacitor

up, the Fidelity Research.
has fallen from favor.

change would extend the low end on

The Supex

e The much- heralded Micro-Acous48
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tics cartridge has,
most buyers,

according to

( 509) 946-4459

type outputs.

been a disappointment.

Back to the ol'

(509) 947-5026 after 5p.m.

RICHLAND, WA. 99352

We are most gratified to note in

drawing board!

a more- recent publicity release

• Paoli seems to have licked the

that their new MX- 20 professional

problem of sample- to- sample varia-

mixer is now equipped with the Can-

bility among Export Decca Mark Vs,

non- type receptacles that professionals think of as being profession-

but only time will tell whether the
latest cartridges will retain their

al.

uniformity.

at over $ 1000,

like a honey of a unit,

although we aren't at all sure

Advent's Process 70

that

too many of our non-pro readers are

Although our full report on Advent
Corp's " Process 70"
prerecorded cassettes

It ain't cheap,

but it looks

failed to make this issue,

going to be willing to spend that
much for a mixer with which to tape

we

the

local civic orchestra.

So let's

can report that further listening has

have your reactions, people:

confirmed our intital reaction:

want us to see if we can get one

They

are better than the best high- speed-

and some occasional low- end muddiness,
no surface-coice problems.

for

a report?

copied open- reel prerecorded tapes and,
but for a slight high- end softening
they are the equal of discs,

You

Klovier Correction

and have

In our issue dated Autumn/Winter

A truly

(3)

1973, we listed Klavier Records as

brilliant achievement on Advent's part.

a firm that releases discs in the US

Now, THAT'S Professional!

was in error,

Some issues ago,

on the Studio Two ( EMI)

we derided Sony

label.

This

and the error has appar-

ently caused Klavier some headaches in

for announcing a new so-called pro-

explaining the mix-up.

fessional recording mixer that was
equipped with very un -professional-

For the record: Klavier does not
distribute Studio Two discs in the US.

type phone- jack inputs and phono-

What they do release here are their
50

Consider the Source!
When you listen to that system of components carefully
selected for the best possible sound, have you ever
considered how much the sound you get from it depends
ultimately on the equipment that was used to cut the
discs you buy? It is almost certain that disc- cutting
systems

vary

in

sonic

quality

as much as playback

com-

ponents do, or do they? Would you be interested in
finding out? And, better still, would you be interest-

1

ed in seeing record manufacturers use the disc- cutting
system you like the best? Well, Stereophile is going
to undertake
to ascertain which disc- cutting systems
are the best, and we need your educated ears to help
us. For details about this unprecedented experiment,
see " Rating the Cutters" on Page 56 in this issue.

And Now, By Popular Request:
VOLUME II
Our reprint of the First 12
issues of Stereophile has
proven so popular we are now
going to press with a complete reprint of Volume II,
covering the period from
Summer 1966 to Spring 1971.
That was the period during
which we established our reputation for accuracy, and abandoned our original " slick" format ( intended to impress readers who didn't yet trust what
we printed) for our present
"practical" format whose sole
function is to convey information.
Reports in those issues
included ones on the Dyna
Stereo 120,Futterman H-3,
SAE Mk II, Acoustic Research
and Crown DC- 300 amplifiers,
the Dyna PAT- 4 preamp, the
Decca Mk IV & 4RC, Shure V15- II and Stanton 681A pickups, the Revox A-77 recorder,
and the Infinity SS- 1, Dyna
A-25, Janszen Z-960, and Advent speaker systems. See
the special construction
issue that brought screams of
outrage from our readers and

launched another magazine, our
irreverent observations of two
New York hi-fi shows, compartive tests of 12 tone arms,
plus credible and incredible
letters, snide comments on the
audio scene, and a comprehensive cumulative index to Volumes I and II. This reprint
will probably sell even faster
than our Vol. I has, so order
yours now. The price is $ 25
for 212 pages of solid audio
information and entertainment,
and after the 1000 copies of
this limited edition are gone,
there will be no more.

Volume I: Going,Going..
It is becoming obvious to us
now that we under- printed
Volume I, for the supply is
already starting to run low.
We don't plan another press
run on it though, so when
these are gone, that's it.
If you want one of these
collector's items, jam-packed full of audiana, you'd
better order yours now. The
price is still $ 25.

own re-masterings of a few recordings
that are issued on the Studio Two
label in Europe. Klavier's releases of

subsequently.

these are however on Klavier's own

cheapie-type audio cables,

label.

routinely supplied with components,
with a pair of specially- fabricated

As Lockhart describes it, he just
happened to try replacing one of his

Our apologies to Klavier and to
those readers whose time was also
wasted as a result of that listing.

low- capacitance cables,

of the kind

and Lo,

the

sound " completely opened up."
Dr.
Phillips tried it, and had the sane

Stax Capacitor Pickup

results.
We used Belden 8421, which has a

We are anxious to test one of the
latest-model Stax CPX stereo FM pick-

capacitance of 18 pF per foot,

and would like to borrow one from a

and other

manufacturers also make suitable singleconductor shielded cable.

reader who feels he can do without
his for a few weeks.

Some are:

Columbia Cable's 1395 at 11

pF per foot and National's S10-516 at

Cables and Controls

12 pF per foot.

As if we perfectionists don't have

Typical audio hookup

more than enough to worry about these

cables, by contrast, average 30 to 50
pF per foot, and are usually between

days, we may now add to the list interconnecting cables and volume controls.

3 and 4 feet long to yield a total capacitance of up to 200 pF. Just going

The interconnecting- cable thing was
"discovered" by subscriber Dennis Lockhart in Charlotte, N. C., and brought

would reduce the total to 52 pF -about a quarter of the original value.

to our attention by him and an audiophile friend of his, Dr. C. W. Phil-

Cable capacitance normally acts like
a low-pass filter, rolling off the sis -

lips, also of Charlotte. The fact that
both gentlemen have tubed preamps and

tern's treble response above a certain
frequency which varies according to
the total capacitance and to the imped-

amps is significant,

to the Belden 8421 for the 4- foot run

as we shall see

ance of the preamp outputs at high frequencies. Preamp designers are aware
of the problem,

Serving music lovers in
Fairfield County, Connecticut and
Westchester County, N. Y.

quency at which rolloff sets in well
above the 20,000- Hz upper limit of
"audible" sounds. But just as Audio
Research ( and a few other preamp manu-

THE AUDIOPHILE, INC.
231 BEDFORD STREET

facturers) have been learning recently,
there are sonic improvements to be
gained by extending system response up
to several times that " practical"
20,000- Hz limit -- improvements in detail, focus and the over-all realism of
the sound. And one of the ways in which

STAMFORD. CONNE ,- TICLIT 06902
Exit 7or 8on Turnpike.

BANK AMERICARD
MASTER CHARGE
GECC

(203) 348.3553

and design their prod-

ucts to feed " typical" audio cables a
low enough impedance to keep the fre-

this extension can be accomplished is
by reducing the capacitance of the
shielded cables that interconnect the

SAE, PIONEER, En
AUDIO RESEARCH, CITATION,

components in a system.
Our findings were as follows: In
just about every system in which we

KEN WOOD. AR,
SHURE, SONY, MARANTZ,

substituted low- capacitance cables for
existing ones, there was an audible
improvement in over-all focus of sound.

THORENS, TEAC, DUAL,
JANSZEN, TECHNICS, DYNA
ADC INFINITY. IMF.

The degree of improvement varied widely, though, from barely perceptible in
the case of solid-state components interconnected originally with 3- foot
cables, to astonishingly obvious with
tube- type equipment originally wired

and many more.
Daily 10:30 to 6.
Open Thursday until 9p.m or by appointment.
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Are You Ready To Upgrade/
Your Sound System?
Send for your
DKL client
information
file. ( C.I.F.)
This unique questionnaire/
file is designed to gather all
pertinent information about
you, your sound system, your
listening room ( s), your musical tastes, etc..

Personal Analysis From AStaff Of
Professional Sound Consultants
• Receive specific recommendations on how to upgrade your system & obtain the
most significant sonic improvements possible.
• Your permanent file will be updated whenever major changes occur.
(change in residence, equipment, etc).
• The fee for this unique personal service is just $ 15.00
(50% refundable with any major component purchase).

Send For Your C.I.F. Today: DKL CLIENT INFORMATION FILE
BOX 331 SEVERNA PARK, MD. 21146

ANNOUNCING THE GRAND OPENING OF OUR
"STATE OF THE ART" SHOWROOM
The DKL SOUND LAB

h
eresiri t

943 Bonifant St. / Silver Spring Md. 20910
for directions call ( 301) 647-8918
Hours: Mon., Wed., Thurs. 2 - 8p.m. Sat. 12 - 8p.m.

Exclusive Area Dealers For: Audio Research, DBX, Decca, Fulton, IMF, Linn-Sondek,
Rabeo, RTR, Soundcraftsmen, Stax, Plus over 50 other brands.

touching the control knob.
Owners of tube- type preamps can be
confident that volume-control distor-

with 4- foot cables of the conventional
variety. In other words, we recommend
making this change, no matter what components you are now using, if your

tion is negligible in their systems,
but owners of solid-state preamps, par-

present cables are more than a couple
of feet long.

ticularly ones having less than 50,000

Make your interconnec-

tions ( with the low- cap cables) as
short as possible, and don't forget

ohms input impedance ( to high-level inputs) may rest secure in the knowledge

that the leads going to and from your
Tape Monitor connections are involved

that control distortion is occurring
from time to time. Mark Levinson is

here too. Replace them also while you're
at it. If you can't make up the necessary cables yourself, you won't have long

currently investigating available volume controls to see if any are consis-

to wait before word of this gets around

publish his findings as soon as there
is anything to publish, with the

and a half-dozen- or- so enterprising
souls start making the special low- cap
cables available commercially.
The volume control thing is another

tently better than others, and we'll

thought that readers who are anxious
about the problem may wish to replace
the volume controls on their preamps.

thinker's nightmare. It seems that the
little tabs that contact the resistance
element in a volume control have a ten-

Just to take some of the edge off
your anxiety, though, we should point
out that, in the vast majority of pre-

dency to behave like the cat's whisker
in a crystal receiver,* rectifying the
incoming signal by providing more resis-

amps, volume- control distortion is

tance to current flow in one direction

lower than the distortion contributed
by the transistors and is thus no problem at all.

than in the other.
distortion.

Fair Exc hange

The result is signal

We learned
Levinson, who
omenon in his
distortion in

about this from Mark
had encountered the phenattempts to reduce the
his new preamp to the van-

ishing point,

and he directed us to

the walrus said,

to

speak of higher prices..." We can no
longer ignore the fact that everything
costs a heck of a lot more now than it
did when we last raised our subscription price, but we've managed to hold
the line on price by increasing the

John Curl ( currently at the Institute
of Musical Studies in Switzerland) who
filled us in on the details about this
long-known but not-previously publicized problem.

To paraphrase Lewis Caroll: " The
time has come,

efficiency (?!) of some phases of production and by getting the magazine

And it can be a problem,

raising distortion ( in some cases, depending on circuit impedance) from . 001
to 0.1% or higher -- enough of a difference to be clearly audible through a
good system. The effect varies widely
depending on the precise setting of the
volume control (which is where it is
most acute), and can often be brought

out on some semblance of its proper
schedule. But the announcement of yet
another of the US Post Office's periodic rate hikes has underscored what
has been becoming a major deterrent to
our growth: The 2- ounce barrier.
At the prevailing First-Class mail
rates,

it has been costing us about

* For the benefit of the youngsters

$900 to mail each issue to our US subscribers alone. And that was only because we had managed to keep the weight

among our readers, one of the earliest

of each issue below 2 ounces. We tried

formq of AM receiver (for headphone listening) depended on the rectification
effect of a very fine wire (" cat's

a number of gambits ( like smaller type)

whisker") lightly touching the surface
of a galena crystal. The same principle

adding an additional $ 450 to the cost
of each mailing ( and totalling $ 5400

was utilized by prisoners-of- war during
WW- II, who were able to listen to for-

for 4 issues), but the announced mailrate increase has forced us to do what

bidden broadcasts via a wire touching

we should have done ages ago. We are
going to start mailing all Stereophiles
to domestic subscribers via ThirdClass mail. The fact that magazines

on or virtually eliminated just by

the sharp edge of a razor blade.

We

never found out where they got ahold
of the necessary earphones.
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to increase our content without stepping across the 2-ounce barrier and
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may take 2 weeks to reach some parts of

The two discs will be sold at our

the country seems hardly crucial for

cost

a publication that has a quarterly pub-

out a detailed questionnaire ( supplied with the disc) and mail it back

First- Class mailing status by sending
us an additional $ 2 with your renewal,

to us.

or 50C for each issue still due you on
your present subscription. ( If you subscribed recently for $ 7, you're already
on First-class and we won't revoke that.)
So what are we offering in exchange
for having cancelled your First- Class
mail status? Considerably more pages
per issue ( this one has 24 more than

ness who is interested in learning
something that has never before been
determined.

cation (via a post card)

the last Spring issue had), mailing

of whether or

not you'd be interested in participating in this. The cost to you would
probably be in the vicinity of $ 2 to

mail and defacement by the Post Office,
and a free forwarding service if your

$3 -- we can't establish the cost defi-

copy fails to reach you at a new ad-

nitely until we find out how much the

is more

use of some commercially-made musical
excerpts will cost us. We will press

Rating the Cutters

only 1000 sets of the discs, so if the
response from our readers is over-

For the past 12 years ( since our in-

whelming, you could miss the boat by

ception), the Stereophile and its readers have been concerned with some hair-

waiting too long to notify us. In other
words, if you're interested in participating, reserve your discs now.

splitting differences between speakers,
amplifiers, preamps, pickups and so on,

Chronology

and our readers have developed ( along
exceedingly acute ears for

sonic subtleties.

The results will be duly report-

ed in Stereophile as well as being made
available (free) to anyone in the recording or recording- equipment busi-

The project is underway now. What we
need from you, the readers, is notifi-

envelopes to prevent mutilation in the

with us)

to any readers who

and they would be asked only to fill

tardiness anyway, but if you insist on
instant delivery, you can restore your

dress. That, it seems to us,
than a fair exchange.

($ 2.50 to $ 3)

wish to participate in the experiment,

lishing schedule plus a record for

We find this hard to believe, but

But it had never oc-

there is actually some confusion among

curred to us to turn our readers' educated ears loose on disc-cutting equipment -- not, that is, until the idea

readers over our unique system (?) of
magazine- issue dating. To dispel any

was suggested to us by Larry Roden of
Nashville Record Productions, Inc.

herewith a listing of all issues pub-

What Mr. Roden proposed was this:
We get some musical material -- short

and with actual dates of publication.
We have never felt very proud of

such confusion in future, we present
lished to date,

excerpts which are ideal for revealing

in chronological order,

our record for publication regularity,

certain things about reproduced sound,

but we make no secret of the fact that
it makes us feel rather worse to see
the whole debacle laid out in tabular

assemble them on a tape, and use it to
cut 4 disc sides which would be identical except that each would be cut with

form.

a different disc-cutting amplifier-andcdtterhead system. The discs will be
cut absolutely " straight," with no peak

harder,

that's all.

Volume

Number

Cover Date

•
•

1
2

Sep/Oct'62
Nov/Dec'62

limiting, no compression, and no messing around with equalizers to add the
usual high- end "brilliance" or mid-bass
fatness. You may in fact be amazed to
find that your present playback system
is far better than you thought, when
fed ungimmicked sound.

On the other

hand, you may find that a reproducer
that sounds okay on the commercial
discs you've been buying sounds pretty
dull with a disc that isn't hyped up to
sound " hi-fi" on cheap phonographs.
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Oh well, we'll just have to try

Publ.Date
Sep'62
Nov'62

•

3

Jan/Feb'63

•
•

4
5

Mar/Apr .63
May/Jun'63

Aug'63

•

6
7

Jul/Oct'63
Apr'64

Jun'64

•
•
•
•

8
9
10
11

Aug'64
Dec'64
May'65
Sep'65

•

12

Spr'66

Mar'62
Jun'63
Dec'63
Sep'64
Dec'64
Jun'65
Oct'65
May'66

Now, in the West at

JONAS MILLER SOUND
Even better than ever
The incomparable Magneplanar Typani IIIA and 1B
Loudspeakers on display Tri-Amped with D76 High
definition tube amplifiers and the equally incomparable SP 3A-1 preamplifier.
Come and listen. Choose from our extensive library of
recorded music.

NEW PRODUCTS
Hear the exciting new Ampzilla amplifier connected
full range to Magnapans, ESS's, Heil's, Dahlquist's,
Ohm F's, Fulton FMI's, GTE's, Braun's and JBL's. Also
connected to the same speaker systems is the equally
exciting new M and K super bass woofer which has a
smooth response to below 20 Hz. It's a small box 18"
wide x27" high x12" deep. A special Matrixing crossover permits the use of 1woofer ( crossover frequency
80 Hz) with your same amplifier; no bi-amping necessary. Under $300.00 complete with crossover for any
type speaker system including Quad Electrostatics.

JONAS MILLER SOUND
Stereo and Quadraphonic Components and Systems
for the Experienced Listener
8719 Wilshire Boulevard, Beverly Hills, California 90211 • Phone ( 213) 659-1707

II

1

Sum'66

Sep'66

the KMAL disc-washing machine,

II

2

Aut'66

Dec'66

Infinity SS- 1a speaker system.

II
II
/I

3
4
5

Win(4)'66
Spr/Sum(1)'67
Sum/Aut(2)'67

Apr'67
Sep'67
Feb'68

Information about some of the above
items can be found in our comprehen-

II

6&7

Aut/Win(3&4)'67

Jul'68

II
II
II

8
9
10

Spr(1) .68
Sum(2)'68
Aut(3)'68

Dec'68
Dec'69
Jun'70

II
III

11
12
1

Win(4)'68
Spr(1)'71
Sum(2)'71

Dec'70
Mar'71
Jul'71

III

2

Aut(3)'71

Oct'72

III

3

Win(4)'71/72

Apr'73

III
III

4
5

Spr/Sum(1)'73
Sum/Aut(2)'73

Sep'73
Dec'73

III
II/

6
7

Aut/Win(3)'73
Win(4)'73/74

May'i4
Oct'74

and the

sive Recommended Components section in
this issue.

A-77 Bass Rise
We had an opportunity recently to retest a Revox A- 77-1I ( with Dolby)

and

found that, in that sample at least,
the low- end heaviness we had observed
from the sample submitted by Revox was
completely absent. Either Revox has
eliminated the problem ( whose existance
they denied because the response was
still within specs), or different samples of the 4- track A- 77-1I differ somewhat in this respect. None of the 2-

Bouncebacks

track versions seem to have it.

For various and sundry reasons, many
copies of the last issue did not reach
their destination and were returned to
us by the post office.

These are now

arranged in a neat pile in our office,
in alphabetical order by the names on
the address labels. If your name is
among them, and you can give us an address at which the Post Office Dept

Audio Mart
All ads submitted for " Audio Mart"
must be accompanied by a remittance
calculated on the basis of 10C a

might deign to deliver your copy, we'll
be happy to send it along to you.
The last issue, by the way, was
dated Winter ( 4) ' 73/74, it came out in

word for private insertions or 2os
a word for commercial insertions.
Hyphenated words count as two.

October ' 74, and it had a blue stripe
across the cover.

FOR SALE

Coming Up

SAE Mark XII electrostatic systems; McIntosh
MPI-4 audio oscilloscope. Hank Batts, 2104 Lake-

Reports scheduled for the next
issue include ones on the: Dyna PAT- 5
preamp, Audio Research Magneplanar

side Dr.,

Tympany IIIA, Polk Model 9, EPI 100,
and the latest versions of the FMI
J-Modular and the ESS AMT- 1 speaker
systems,

Murfreesboro,

the new Soundcraftsmen preamp

amps, All-Test Devices phono preamp,
and (hopefully)

the Great American Sound ( GAS?) " Ampzilla" power amp.

Ky.

40502. ( 606)

266-5581.

Tn.

37130.

Thorens TD- 125B Mk II, SME 3009/S2 Improved
arm, deluve dust cover $ 375. FMI 100A speakers,
$220/pair. Microstatic MS- 1 add-on tweeters,
$75/pair. Pioneer TX- 9100 tuner $ 275. Heathkit AA- 2010 quadraphonic amp, cabinet, $ 375.
Al Nerenberg, 885 Covington, Detroit, Mi. 48203,
(313) 861-6925.

and equalizer, dbx 119 expander/compressor, IAD expander, Huntington
and late-model Mark Levinson pre-preGrace F- 8F pickup,

Lexington,

Quad 33 preamp, 1 year old, $ 135; Decca 4RC
(smooth) $ 30; Ortofon M-15, $ 35; Stanton 681EE
with conical (" A") stylus, $ 29; Shure V- 15- II,
$25; Goldring G-800 Super E, $ 10; Decca Mark
II, $ 10. All styli fine. Tom Groom, Box 766,

There will also be

full reports on some of the items that
were " Quickied" in the last issue, such
as the Dyna Stereo 400.
Promised (by the manufacturers) for
imminent delivery are the Otan i MX-

Revox A-77 tape deck, recently overhauled, new
head, excellent condition, $ 400 or best offer.
Robert Sadowsky, 3235 Emmons Ave., Brooklyn,
N.Y. 11235. ( 212) 934-9425.
Pioneer SR- 202 Reverberation Amplifier. Perfect
condition. $ 50. George Mueller, Schooley's Mt.,
N.J. 07870.
Gately Pro- Kit SM-6, KO- 6. EK-6,w/ears, facty
built, tested but never used, $ 900. W. H. Wilson, 92 Malibu, Carbondale, Ill. 62901.

5050 compact professional recorder,
58

DEALERS

The Audio Amateur; first $ 50 takes them all.
Leuri, At 2, Box 185A, Morrisonville, N.Y.
12962.
•

era

Audio & Design Decca -head carrier arm, $ 25.
G. Haldane, 12438 Holmes Pt. Dr., Kirkland,
98033.

Wa.

AURORA RECORDINGS can give you up to 16 DolbyA- processed tracks of facsimilie sound, full
studio facilities and more for HALF the going
rates! All music is equally important to us,
as YOU will bel Please contact K Wiley of
AURORA RECORDINGS at 2 KINDER RD., CONSHOHOCKEN, PA. 19328 or phone ( 215) 825-9247.
Pair of Quad electrostatics, 6 months old.
Best offer over $ 400. Dave Thompson ( 203) 2884544.
KLH Eighteen FM tuner, operative, may need
alignment and/or replacement of stereo indicator light. As- is, $ 40. Louis Goldfarb, 365 West
25th St., New York, N.Y. 10001.
Four- channel photo- optical distortionless
power limiter. Two channels accept bootstrapped
outputs. Rack panel, mil grade parts. $ 160 or
best offer. Doug Purl, 4216 21st Ave., Missoula,
Mt. 59801 ( 406) 549-3254.
Audio Research Dual 75, used very little, warranty, perfect) $ 510. Richard Kube, 2213 E.
Providence Dr., Matthews, N.C. 29105. ( 704)
847-4705.
KLEE Nine full- range electrostatics ( two panels),
$700. Phase- Linear 700, $ 550. SME Improved detachable w/ 7 headshells, $ 110. Steven P. Cadenhead, 245 Throckmorton Ave., Mill Valley, Ca.
94941.
Audio Research Dual 75, $ 700; SP- 3, $ 500; Tympani IA's, $ 800. Immaculate. ( 814) 237-9600.
Dayton-Wright XG-8 speakers ( walnut), DaytonWright SP- 500 preamp-equalizer, mint condition,
new SME 3009-11 Improved arm with non- detachable headshell, Stax SRS phones, Quad AM- 2.
Best offers. Roes Robinson, 8888 Riverside Dr.
E., Apt. 1707, Windsor, Ont., Canada.

WANTED
I am a young man seeking employment by a recording service dedicated to furthering the art of
disc and tape recording. I am a purist audiophile with extensive knowledge of the latest
new developments in equipment, techniques, etc.
I have 11
/ years' experience as assistant engin2
eer for a professional custom location- recording service. Salary negotiable to start. Please
write: Steven P. Cadenhead, 245 Throckmorton
Ave., Mill Valley, Ca. 94941.

1

e

"Records in Review," 1971, 1972,1973; Blume:
Music In Classic Era; Mitch Miller records,
send for list; Scotch tape clips; Advent MPR-1
preamp. Bruscolini, 9585 Sierra, Fontana, Ca.
92335.
Fisher SA- 1000 ( or KV -1000) in any condition;
need parts. Dept. R, Stereophile, Box 49, Elwyn,
pa. 19063.
Klipschorn, Audio Research SP- 3 or SP- 3A, ACE
Zero Distortion preamp, pair of Marantz 9s.
Give details and firm price. All inquires answered. Tom Groom, Box 766, Murfreesboro, Tn.
37130. ( 615-893-4418)
Stereophile: Summer 1966
J. Huros, 9170 Edmonston
Md. 20770.

to Winter 1967.
Rd. 303, Greenbelt,

Audio E. Design carrier arm and Ortofon Hi Jack
(Sell AM) Decca -head carrier arm, $ 25). G. Haldane, 12438 Holmes Point Dr., Kirkland, Wa.
98033.

EVERYTHING ON OPEN REEL! Specialists in prerecorded open- reel tapes. Latest releases.
Dolby, quadriphonie. Discounts, " Reel News,"
96- page catalog for $ 1. BARCLAY-CROCKER, Rm.
8570, 11 Broadway, NYC 10004.
DISCONTINUED RECORDS,
available. Steinmetz,
pequa, N.Y. 11758.

classical, popular, lists
One Seaview Ave., Massa-

CANADA'S FIRST AUDIO RESEARCH DEALER. SP- 3A- 1A,
Dual 76, Electronic Crossovers, Tympani IA and
Tympani II1A ( tri-amped). Prices will be less
than USA plus duties. Also: McIntosh, SAE7- Ertation, ESS, Tandberg, JBL, Ortofon, Allen 6
Heath ( mixers). Contact: PETER LOUGHNANE HIFIDELITY SHOP, 1600 BAYVIEW AVE., TORONTO, ONT.
M4G-31147. ( 416) 487-4611.
DON'T PAY THE HIGH MAIL ORDER PRICES! Thieves
Warehouse is coming to your area. Franchises
available. Thieves Warehouse, P. 0. Box 8057,
Pensacola, Fla. 32505.
CYBERACOUSTIC LABORATORY: only one of its kind!
Featuring Mark Levinson, Crown, IMF, REG, UREI,
RTR, DBX, Rabeo, Decca, Stax, more. Crown Warranty service. Featuring Crown tape recorders:
Audiomodtronics by our engineers. BARCLAY, 5035
Haverford Ave., Narberth, Pa. 19072. ( 215) 6673048.
RTR EXCLUSIVE PHILADELPHIA SHOWROOM. All RTR
speakers on demo including the new 280DR system,
HPR-12 Super Magnum and 880. Don't buy any
speaker until you've heard RTR. Call for an
appointment: ( 215) 667-3048 or write 503S,
Haverford Ave., Narberth, Pa. 19072.
CM LABORATORIES CC- 1 Preamplifier, $ 360. Transcriptors turntables. Supex/Levinson outstanding
cartridge combo. IMF loudspeakers. Otan i professional recorders. Auricord metal cassette
"60," $ 4.25. Lee Music chambers. Decaa Deram
cartridges, $ 25. Contract recording, " Music for
the Big Scene," and Jack Brokensha, worldrenowned vibra -harpist, $ 5.95 each. Hartley Concert Junior speakers, demos $ 410. Marantz 8
amplifier, mint $ 250. Marantz 7 preamp, mint
$275. SAE Mark IVB demo amplifier, $ 250. Beocord demo recorder, $ 445. Beam- Echo English
tubed amplifier, classic, new, $ 195. Friends
jazz record extraordinary, $ 5.50. Buy/Sell
Marantz, Futterman, McIntosh tubed equipment;
Audio Research CSP-1A preamplifier. JBL Graphic
Controller. Etc. AUDIOCRAFT DESIGN, South Rockwood, Mi. 48179. ( 313) 379-9945.
DYNAK1TS, Lowest prices ( Stereo 400 . PAT- 5 =
$485). Write for prices and terms to: UNDERGROUND HI-FI, 324 Broadwater Rd., Arnold, Md.
21012.
THE AUDIO RESEARCH ROOM. The complete range of
Audio Research equipment on display under ideal
listening conditions. By appointment. C. SANTMIRE, AUDIO SYSTEMS AND DESIGN, 5421 South 84th
St., Lincoln, Neb. 68516. ( 402) 489-9888.

CONTACT
The following subscribers uculd like to corresprwel with
other stereophiles. If you would like your name and
address listed here, it's free for the asking.
C. B.
boro,

Huggins, Jr.,
Tn., 37130.

Desmond Fretz,
21412.

915 East Main St.,

17th Co.

USNA,

Murfrees-

Annapolis,

Md.

Steven P. Cadenhead, 245 Throckmorton Ave.,
Mill Valley, Ca. 94941.
Michael Guess,
Tx. 78746.

5321 Travis Cooke Rd.,

Austin,

î

Time Up?
If your address label bears a
number code 1-71, 73-4, or a
(1) between parentheses, this
is the last issue of your subscription.

The coupon on page

32 can be used to send us your
renewal or,

if you prefer not

to clip it, a check for the
proper amount ( and your address) will suffice.

thestereophile
Box 49

Elwyn, Pa. 19063

